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in a field of its own

Shown with optional

wireless mic receiver.

If you dream of shooting 10 -bit 4:2:2 master quality but believe you can't afford it, the new AG-HPX300 P2 HD camcorder

changes your dreams into reality. With a $10,700 list price, the HPX300 is the world's first affordable 10 -bit 4:2:2

camcorder. And there's nothing even close. With a standard 17X interchangeable lens and newly -developed three 1/3"

2.2 megapixel 3-MOS imagers, you can record 1080 and 720 HD as well as SD content using master -quality AVC-Intra,

DVCPRO HD, DVCPRO50, DVCPRO and DV compression - all with the benefit of P2's faster, independent frame,

file -based workflow. As rich in creative features as it is in style, the HPX300's innovative, low profile, shoulder -mount

design lets you shoot freely through a beautiful, master -quality world. It's no longer a dream. The HPX300 is here.

Visit www.panasonic.com/p2hd.

Panasonic ideas for life
AVC 12=

© 2009 Panasonic Broadcast



However you dress it up, the question's the same:
"How are you going to save my newsroom time and money?"
Avid HD News. Learn how our all -new XDCAM HD -based newsroom makes you more
productive at Avid.com/HDNewsSolutions.

Announcing XDCAM HD -based news production
Get end to end XDCAM HD production* with our new AirSpeed® Multi Stream server
and supporting NewsCutter®, iNEWS° Instinct®, Interplay® and Media Composer®
software releases.

Get more done, more quickly
Proven Avid° solutions increase newsroom productivity with workflows, tools, and
services that maximize your staff's skills, and help you lower the cost of creating and dis-
tributing compelling content.

..,44104 Pr. 40,04autust.otimos

You decide what to integrate
Avid works constantly with other suppliers and developers to address a wide rarge of
common integration needs. The result: flexible solutions that help streamline processes and
protect your existing investments.

Experience you can trust
Wondering whether your workflow will deliver is not an option. Our experienced
digital newsroom experts and professional services and support teams collaborate
for your success from planning, to installation and beyond.

*Please see Avid's web to for application details and releian

Images courtesy of France 24.
02009 Avid Technology, Inc. All rights .r rved. Product features, specifications
notice. AirSpeed, Avid, NEWS, Instinct, In erplay, Media Composer, and NewsCU

ent. arid availability are subject to change without notice. Promotiore and discounts re subject to availability and change without
arks or registered trademarks of Avid Technology, Inc or its subs -iaties in States and/or other countries.
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Blackmagic

The new DeckLink SDI gives you true broadcast
10 bit HD/SD-SDI capture/playback for $295!

For less than the cost of a box of videotapes, the new DeckLink SDI is
the world's most affordable and smallest capture card ever! DeckLink
SDI works in true 10 bit SD and HD plus includes RS -422 deck control

and reference input. Now you get a fantastic solution for editing,
paint and design that meets tough broadcast technical standards.

Connect to any SDI Deck or Monitor

If you're looking for an SDI solution that's
perfect for use with SDI decks, or large
facilities with SDI routers, then DeckLink
SDI gives you incredible 10 bit quality

SD/HD-SDI capture and playback on Windows, Mac OS X and now
Linux computers. DeckLink SDI also includes blackburst/tri-sync
compatible reference input and 8 channels of SDI embedded audio.

Choose Your Video Quality

DeckLink SDI gives you the freedom to choose the compressed or
uncompressed video file format best for the work your doing. Easily
work in JPEG, DVCPRO HD, ProRes(Mac), DV, HDV Playback and
even perfect quality 10bit and 8bit uncompressed codecs!

Meets Tough Broadcast Specifications
SDI Eye Pattern in HD

Built in SD Keyer

DeckLink SDI includes an internal SD keyer that lets you layer RGBA
images over the live video input. You can also use the included
Photoshop plug -ins for broadcast graphics! Use the free developer
SDK to access all the DeckLink SDI features for Win, Mac, and Linux.

Windows", Mac OS X- and now Linux"!

DeckLink SDI is fully compatible with
Apple Final Cut Pro', Adobe Premiere
Pro'', Adobe After Effects', Adobe
Photoshopr", Fusion" and any DirectShow"
or QuickTimei" based software. DeckLink

SDI instantly switches between 1080HD, 720HD, NTSC and PAL
video formats.

SDI Eye Pattern in SD

DeckLink SDI

$295

SDI Jitter P.lr
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Learn more today at www.blackmagic-design.com
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SEE IT ONLINE! vo.
Check out Brad On Broadcast, our editor's thoughts about
the latest industry news.

Learn more at http://blog.broadcastengineering.com/brad

FAST FORWARD!
Some NLE vendors initially promoted the idea that
long -GOP MPEG-2 was difficult to decode, therefore
making editing cumbersome. Fortunately, today's enhanced
NLEs support various types of MPEG-2, and Broadcast
Engineering's Steve Mullen shows editors how to take
advantage of those solutions to effect a
higher -quality and faster workflow.

Look for it all in July's issue of Broadcast Engineering.
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It's easy to be enticed by the alluring good looks of the Niagara 7500 - :he newest HD
streaming solution from ViewCast. On the outside, its sleek, innovative design and
responsive touch -control interface will excite you. Its 3-illiant high -resolution -iD display
will dazzle vou. But on the ins de, it's a beast.

The Niagara 7500 devours your HD video and easily transforms it into high -quality
streams for delivery to IP and nobi c networks. Its powerful video pre-p-ocessing
features streamline and simplify yox- workflow. Inverse telecine, closed caption
extraction and rendering, de-irterlacing, scaling, cropping and bit -nap overlay are just
a few of its standard features.

You can switch on -the -fly between HD or SD video, arid with ViewCast's SimulStream'
technology, you've got the power to stream simultaneously in multiple formEts, bit rates
and resolutions from a single SD video source.

The Niagara 7500 from ViewCast. Beauty on the outside... a beast on the inside.

Speak with one of our streaming experts today at 800-540-4119, or visit us on the

Web at viewcast.com\be to learn more.

ViewCast
USA 800.540.4119 Europe, Middle East, Africa +44 125E 345610

©2009 ViewCast Corporation. All rights reserved. Osprey' Niagera", and Niagara SCX'' (and design) " are registered trademarks of ViewCast Corporation,
3701 W Plano Parkway, Suite 2:00Plaro TX 75075 Product specif cations subject to change wit-iout note



EDITORIAL
DEPARTMENT

Widget TV
There's a new competitor coming to your viewers'
TV sets: the Internet. No, I'm not talking about
the Internet being viewed on a computer; I'm
talking about your audience being able to watch

Internet content on their big -screen televisions.
It's been possible to connect the Internet to televisions

for several years, but the technology hasn't been user-
friendly. That's about to change.

Beginning with the January CES Show, several TV set
manufacturers have demonstrated high-speed Internet
connectivity combined with an array of on -screen wid-
gets to support online viewing. At the NAB Show, Adobe
showed a variety of widgets and content tools to support
Internet viewing on Samsung televisions.

amazon.com

eb
Coosle

Yahoo! has developed what it calls Internet@TV, a ser-
vice supported by set makers LG, Samsung, Sony and Vizio.
This service will display Yahoo!'s Widget Channel, but with
such portals will come Twitter and eBay along with a host of
other things viewers may not want on their TV sets.

The goal of these vendors is to eliminate the need for an
external set -top box (and, of course, to control the inter-
face) for the delivery of broadband content. The solution
will eliminate the requirement for a Roku or Blockbuster
box to rent movies from the likes of Amazon, Netflix and
Blockbuster, or to watch Internet content, which could in-
clude YouTube's new HD videos.

The latest aspect of getting Internet content onto tele-
visions is the introduction of widgets. A wide variety of
companies want to provide these connectivity gizmos on
your TV set. In addition to Yahoo!, other players, including
Intel and MySpace, have plans for widgets that let viewers

chat and send messages through their televisions. Disney
is reported to soon be incorporating widgets as clues into
shows such as "Lost."

But with all the snipes, scrolling tickers and logos that
already appear on -screen, are widgets something that
viewers will embrace? These vendors think so.

Unfortunately, along with all the hoopla there remains
that pesky issue of compatibility. Sony calls its Internet
service Bravia Internet Widgets; Samsung calls its solution
the Internet@TV content service platform; and Panasonic
offers a service called VeraCast - three similar, but likely
incompatible, services.

Further complicating the rollout is that Panasonic and
Sony TV sets won't display all Internet content. Their sets
can tune into only that content specifically selected by the
respective manufacturer. Not surprisingly, both compa-
nies want to remain gatekeepers.

Broadcasters are intimately familiar with what happens
when you have conflicting standards. Once quad tapes
died, there was little compatibility between broadcast
products. Even today, files often must be converted to an-
other format before they can be edited or transmitted.

For the geek viewers, purchasing one of these new TV
sets and expecting a seamless experience will be more akin
to hoping your computer's operating system won't at some
time bite you. It will.

Even so, broadcasters need to recognize that the Inter-
net is coming to viewers' TV sets, and they will have to
compete on those terms. If stations want to play in that
space, they will need to provide more content and meta -
data in an Internet -friendly format.

I can hardly wait to click on some widget and watch the
hourglass spin and spin until I'm presented with: Abort,
Retry, Ignore.

EDITORIAL DIRECTOR
Semi comments to: editoRcPbroadcastengineermg.com

BE

Bradi6DiaBCa
A NEW BLOC straight from
Editorial Director Brad Dick.

See his latest post at
http://blog.broadcastengineering.com/bradt
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RL.ethink multi -viewer quietness
Our award -winning, ultra -quiet Kaleido-X16 multi -viewer is ideal for use within

control rooms and mobile applications. Designed for 3Gbps/3D and HD/
SD/Analog video, it de ivers the highest level of image quality, extreme
layout flexibility, and tight router integration. All this comes from a compact

1RU chassis, with 16 inputs, two multi -viewer outputs, and a 16 x 2 router.

It's time to rethink what's possible.
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Rethink what's possible

www.miranda.com/ka eico-X16



FEEDBACK
DEPARTMENT

Video servers
Dear John Luff

I've got two comments regarding
your statement in the "Video servers"
article in the May issue. You stated,
"Servers were initially deployed to fix
the inability of analog cart machines,
based on analog video recorders, to
play back-to-back 10 -second spotsf

First, while the 10 -second limita-
tion was certainly true of the RCA
TCR-100 2in quad cart machine, that
was not the situation with the Ampex
ACR-25. The ACR-25, also a 2in quad
cart machine, could not only run
back-to-back 10 -second spots all day,
but also you could run a 60in, a 30in
and a 10in any order all day. In fact, a 60
then followed by the same 60 again.

The ACR-25 was an incredible machine. It was the 2in quad cart version
of the AVR-1, a 2in quad reel-to-reel beauty. The AVR-1 and the ACR-25
used vacuum columns for control of the tape. There were no idler arms and
no capstan pinch roller. The AVR-1 shuttled tape at 500in per second and
locked from a dead stop in 10ms. It was a roll and take machine. The same
was true with the ACR-25: roll and take.

I believe that server deployment was caused by the need for a nontape-
based playout system - no mechanical tape paths to worry about, no heads
to wear out, no head clogs, etc.

I enjoyed the article, John!

Engineering

VIDEO

ENCODING

TECHNOLOGY

,,,,,,,,,,.C,\
,..=En,

could run, followed by a 10 and

Don Murray
Retired after 40 years in Miami TV

(35+ years at WTVJ, the NBC O&O:

John Luff responds:
You may be right about the ACR-25 and back-to-back 10s, but the context

was actually Betacart- and Odetics Betacam-based hardware when servers
first were employed. By that time, most quad spot delivery was gone, though
not all.

I remember the AVR/ACR well. I was in the first Ampex AVR-1 training
class in 1973. Taught by Jim Alford, the class was amazing! I had the first three
production machines, which presented a "co -development opportunity."

By the way, Ampex guaranteed five -frame lockup, about 150ms - though
two to three frames was typical. Lockup in under one frame was not possible
because it had to read at least one frame pulse to predict the tape position
and correct it. Tape acceleration was about 500in/sec/sec, which made re-
winding lOs pretty quick. If I remember correctly, when doing back-to-back
10s, it skipped rewind until time was available later.

More on servers
Dear John Luff:

You may recall we spoke recently at
the Snell booth at NAB regarding the
earliest video server. You earlier im-

plied that the Tektronix PDR-100 was
the first practical server, and I agreed.

I was in Malaysia in 1994 work-
ing to establish a new TV station,
City Television in Kuala Lumpur for

the Negeri Sembiulan Royal Family.
It was to be fully component digital,
and I was looking for a more suitable
way to deliver the interstitial elements
in conjunction with a VTR cart ma-
chine. At Asia Broadcast in 1994,
Odetics demonstrated the TCS90
cart machine with a PDR-100 under
Odetics automation. The PDR-100
was set up as a cache and would store
up to about 50 minutes of "Betacam-
quality" video.

I saw the unit again at IBC in Sep-
tember 1994, when we agreed to buy
the setup. Odetics promised delivery
at the end of 1994. Singapore Broad-
casting Corporation placed an order
before us but were not prepared to take
delivery. So City TV Malaysia took the
first unit from the factory at the end of
1994. Tektronix told me that the first
PDR-100 was sold through Odetics
as a cache. And Tektronix at that time
confirmed with me that we took the
first PDR-100 from the factory.

The interesting thing in the con-
text of your May "Video servers" ar-
ticle is that the first PDR-100 with
the TCS90 worked in conjunction
with Panasonic D-5 machines. So the
first PDR-100 had SMPTE-259C in-
terfaces for video with analog audio.
I required embedded audio, and to
facilitate this, I employed Techniche
(later acquired by Leitch) analog -to -
SDI embedded interfaces so that the
PDR-100, along with the D -5s, could
record and playback embedded au-
dio. This device was on -air by early
February 1995.

I thought I should jot this down
and send it off to you. Perhaps most
servers were originally used in ana-
log environments, but not the first!

Terry Harvey
Director of engineering and technology

WSIU Public Broadcasting
Southern Illinois University

ATTENTION READERS!
Sign up now for

BroadcastEngineering

iie4,14-Technoloqapdate
e -newsletter

at www broadcastengineering corn
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TRINIX NXT DIGITAL VIDEO ROU-ER

Meet Trinix NXT: Up to 140 -neters of lightning

fast, unaided signal qualit.,. This means 3Gbps

data sc-eaming through your signal infrastructu'e.

This means installing fewer DA's. to boost signal

strengti. This means getting every bit of signal

performance from a simple coax cable without the

added complication and invest-nent in fiber. And

this means answering the challenge of tomorrow's

bandwidth requirements by investing in today's

most proven solution. Incepercently tested.

Customer verified. The ne:t generation of video

routing is here.

For mcre information visit

www.grassvalley.com/tri

It's Gotta Be A

grass valley
50 Years of On -Air Innovation
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Spectrum reallocation
and the TVBD ruling

What does it mean for wireless microphone users?

ecent changes in FCC pol-
icy are affecting operation
of wireless microphone
and monitoring systems in

the United States. It's important for
production professionals to under-
stand these changes and apply best
practices to ensure reliable operation
of their equipment.

Wireless mics primarily operate on
frequencies in the UHF TV spectrum.
They are considered licensed broad-
cast auxiliary devices a broadcaster or
broadcast content provider may op-
erate on locally vacant TV channels.
For example, channel 25 (536MHz-
542MHz) is not used for TV broadcast
in Boston. Therefore production may
operate approximately eight wireless
mics tuned to different frequencies
between 536MHz and 542MHz.

It's important to remember that
two separate and distinct issues have
been progressing in parallel: the digi-
tal dividend and the TVBD ruling,
aka the white space debate.

BY JOE CIAUDFLLI

Digital dividend
This relates to the reallocation

of TV channels 52-69 (698MHz
to 806MHz), generically called the
700MHz band. Once analog TV ter-
minates, all full -power TV broadcast
will be consolidated below channel
52. The 700MHz range will partially
be used for emergency communica-
tions in channels 63, 64, 68 and 69.
The rights to use the majority of the
remaining channels were auctioned
to telecom companies such as AT&T,
Verizon and Qualcomm to provide
what is being termed as advanced
wireless services (AWS). This raised
billions of dollars for the federal gov-
ernment and was therefore called the
digital dividend. Although the FCC
has not made a final ruling (as of this
publication date), it looks imminent
that wireless mics will have to vacate
this range. The pro audio industry has
been lobbying for a grace period to al-
low operation of existing equipment
beyond the DTV transition date.

FRAM E G RAB A look at the issues driving today's technology

IPTV subscriptions increase
The U.S. IPTV market grew 113 percent in one year.
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The 700MHz band can be subdi-
vided as:
 Emergency communication channels:
63-64 (764MHz-776MHz) and 68-69
(794MHz-806MHz).

Auctioned spectrum: 698MHz-758-
MHz and 776MHz-788MHz. The tele-
com companies have not completed
building the infrastructure for their
AWS. AWS will probably become active
at the end of this year in major cities and
will then eventually spread. Functional,
700MHz wireless mics will continue to
work reliably for many months after the
DTV transition date, maybe even years
in some parts of the country.

Block D: 758MHz-763MHz and
788MHz-793MHz scheduled for fu-
ture auction. Block D was envisioned
to be used as a private/public partner-
ship. It did not solicit a minimum bid
in the FCC auction, probably because
the winner would have had to share it
with municipal agencies. Therefore, it
is not allocated to any one entity yet.
Functionally, these frequencies look
clear for wireless mics for the foresee-
able future, until the FCC successfully
auctions Block D.

The bottom line is wireless mic
users will lose access to the 700MHz
band. The bright side is that as more
analog stations terminate their
broadcasts, this will open some TV
channels below 698MHz. (See Figure
1 on page 14. )

TVBD ruling (the white
space debate)

In November 2008, the FCC re-
leased its rules allowing a new class
of unlicensed consumer electronic
products to operate in locally unused
TV channels, just as wireless mics
have done for years. These forthcom-
ing products have previously been

12 broadcastengineering.com I June 2009



INGENIOUS

IDOLEY

Intelligence is relative. Except when it comes
to broadcast tools. Considet the Dolby®
DP600 Program Optimirkr, a flexible
file-tased platform for cable, satellite,
IPTV terrestrial TV, and pogtproduction
environments. With capabanies In rival a
full tack's worth of gear, the D11600 can
encode, decode, convert, and transcode

DOLBY

between a multitude of broadcast audio
formats, and supports the next -generation
technologies Dolby Digital Plus and Dolby
Pulse. Aid automated loudness analysis
and correction with Dialogue Intelligence'',
adaptive upmixing, and ether innovations,
and it's easy to see why the Dolby DP600
is, quite ;imply, in a class by itself.

clolby con/dp600
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Post transition:
Full digital scenario

Figure 1. With television's transition to digital, wireless mic users will lose access to the
700MHz band. But it will also open some TV channels below 698MHz.

referred to as white space devices
(WSD) but are now called TV band
devices (TVBDs). They will mainly be
used as broadband access devices.

TVBDs are categorized as:
 Fixed. These are allowed to operate
with effective radiating power up to
4W on channels 2-51, with the excep-
tions of channels 3,4 and 37.
 Personal/portable. Due to their mo-
bile nature, these devices are the most
concerning for production profes-
sionals. However, portable TVBDs
are restricted to channels 21-51 and
are also not allowed in channel 37.
(Channel 37 is a reserved channel
for radio astronomy and medical te-
lemetry.) They are limited to 100mW
operating power or 40mW if operat-
ing in a channel adjacent to an active
station. This moderate power will
reduce their range and therefore the
possibility to cause interference.

Licensed operation of wireless mics
takes precedence over TVBDs. TVBDs
must coordinate around active licensed
wireless mic systems. The rules include
several safeguards to avoid interference
to wireless microphones.

TVBDs must include the ability
to scan the airwaves to sense wireless
microphones (in addition to TV sta-
tions). Until they can demonstrate
through proof of performance that

they can reliably sense wireless mics
and avoid causing interference, they
must also use a geolocation/database
system. TVBDs must use location
sensing in conjunction with a database
of registered broadcast license assign-
ments. The database will also include a
list of protected areas for wireless mi-
crophones such as entertainment ven-
ues and sporting events. TVBDs must
first access the database to obtain a list
of permitted channels in the area be-
fore operating. A TVBD that lacks this
capability can operate only under the
direct control of a capable TVBD.

Personal/portable devices will be
barred from channels from 14-20

DTV signal

(470MHz-512MHz). In addition, in 13
major markets where certain channels
between 14 and 20 are used for land
mobile (municipal and public safety)
operations, two channels between 21
and 51 will be reserved and available
for wireless microphones. These will
be the first open (non -TV) channels
above and below channel 37.

This means, at minimum, 16 wire-
less mic or monitoring systems (eight
in each TV channel) can be used si-
multaneously in any venue. When
using equipment with high linearity
(extreme suppression of harmonic
distortion known as intermodula-
tion) the number increases to at least
20 systems (10 in each TV channel).
Protected areas will be able to operate
many more channels.

Multistage and studio properties
can also effectively increase the num-
ber of systems in use through:
 Physical distance and transmitter out-
put power management. This can be
augmented by a balance of other tech-
niques such as shifted coordinated fre-
quency sets (same frequency spacing
but offset by 100kHz or more), zone
isolation (natural or enhanced shield-
ing between rooms), directional anten-
nas and filtered distribution systems.
 Time multiplexing. This involves us-
ing systems in different rooms at dif-
ferent times.

New approach
There are a couple of techniques that

Portable
TVBD

100mW

Channel 24 Channel 25 Channel 26

DTV signal

Channel 27 Channel 28

Figure 2. A city with three consecutive vacant channels should operate wireless
mics in the middle channel.
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Finally, a Tapeless HD Flash Memory System
that understands the pace of newsgathering.

Ikegami and Toshiba's GFseries optimizes
HD workflow for news, sports, and entertainment.

Ikegami and Toshiba have teamed up for one incredible tapeless HD ENG system. The GF series
features fast, innovative workflow, superb open -architecture HD quality, and Flash memory
technology. These advantages provide broadcast HD news and digital media professionals
with unprecedented file -based HD efficiencies from video capture, to fast editing, to instant
IT networking, to content delivery. The GF series includes the rugged GFCAM- HDS-V10
Tapeless Camcorder, the GFSTATION " GFS-V10 Multi -Format Studio Recorder, and GFPAK"
high -capacity Flash media to record more than two hours of HD video. The race is on for
affordable tapeless HD ENG solutions, and Ikegami leads the way.

Learn more about GF series at
www.ikegami.com/gf/

TOSHIBA
Leading Innovation

&IF-SERIES
lkegami Electronics (USA), Inc. ikegami37 Brook Avenue, Maywood, NJ 07607

East Coast: (201) 368-9171 West Coast: (310) 297-1900
Southeast: (954) 735-2203 Southwest: (972) 869-2363

Midwest: (630) 834-9774 www.ikegami.com Tapeless  Wireless  Seamless
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DTV signal DTV signal

can be used to ensure maximum pro-
tection from portable TVBDs. If a city
has three consecutive vacant channels,
operate wireless mics in the middle
channel. (See Figure 2 on page 14.)
This will force the TVBD to operate
on a channel adjacent to an active TV
broadcast, which means it will have
to operate at its lower 40mW output
power. (See Figure 3.)

A portable TVBD approaching a
production area should sense wire-
less audio systems as soon as pos-
sible. The effective radiating power
of mobile wireless mic transmitters
is often diminished by shadowing
and body absorption, especially
with a body pack transmitter. Con-
versely, a monitoring system with a
stationary transmitter using an an-
tenna fixed in a high position pro-
vides a more stable signal. If it is
operating at the maximum allow-
able power of 250mW, a portable
TVBD should sense it from much
farther away compared with lower
power, mobile wireless mics. (See
Figure 4.) This approach is a bit
different from what was often rec-
ommended in the past. However,
this technique allows a monitoring
system to act as a beacon, adding a
level of protection for wireless mics
within the same channel.

The reduction in available spec -

Portable
TVBD

40mW

Channel 24 Channel 25

Wireless mics
50mW

I I I
Channel 26 Channel 27 Channel 28

Figure 3. Operating on the middle channel forces the TVBD to operate on an
adjacent channel at its lower 40mW output power.

DTV signal DTV signal

Channel 24

In -ear monitor transmitter
250mW

Portable
TVBD

40mW

Channel 25

Wireless nuts
50mW

I I I
Channel 26 Chan 27 Channel 28

Figure 4. Operating at a maximum allowable power of 250mW, a portable TVBD
should sense a monitoring system from much farther away.

trum plus forthcoming TVBDs cre- wireless audio systems will be able to
ates new challenges for production operate reliably.
professionals. However, through care-
ful planning and adherence to best
practices, even large, multichannel

BE

Joe Ciaudelli is a consultant for the
professional products industry team at
Sennheiser.
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Ownership reporting
Find out how new ownership reporting rules

may affect your station.

The FCC revamped its rules
and related forms for re-
porting the ownership of
commercial broadcast sta-

tions. All commercial stations, in-
cluding previously -exempt LPTV
and Class A stations, are subject to
the new rules. The FCC also pro-
posed ownership rule changes for
noncommercial stations.

Commercial changes
All ownership reports for com-

Dateline
Aug. 1 is the deadline for non-

commercial TV stations in Illinois
and Wisconsin to file their biennial
ownership reports. As detailed in
the accompanying text, biennial
ownership reports for commercial
TV stations will be due on Nov. 1 un-
less that date is extended. The Aug.
1 and Oct. 1 filing dates for owner-
ship reports for commercial stations
have been suspended.

Aug. 1 is the deadline for TV
stations and Class A stations in

the following states and territories
to place their 2009 EEO public file
reports in their public files and post
them on their Web sites: California,
Illinois, North Carolina, South Caro-
lina and Wisconsin. LPTV stations
originating programming in these
states, which are not required to
have public files, must post these
reports on their Web sites and keep
them in their station records.

Also on Aug. 1, TV stations (ex-
cept Class A stations) in Illinois and
Wisconsin, regardless of the num-
ber of persons employed at the sta-
tion, must electronically file an EEO
midterm report using FCC Form 397.

BY HARRY C MARTIN

mercial licensees will now be filed by
a single filing deadline - Nov. 1 -
and will reflect data as of Oct. 1. This
abandons the longstanding require-
ment that ownership reports be filed
on a staggered basis.

All commercial licensees will be re-
quired to file ownership reports. This
means that LPTV, Class A, single in-
dividuals and partnerships composed
exclusively of individuals - all groups
previously exempted from ownership
reporting requirements - are now
subject to the requirement.

Certain less -than -controlling inter-
ests previously deemed unreportable
will now be required to be included.

The Media Bureau is now autho-
rized to perform random audits "to
ensure the accuracy of reports."

NCE and LPFM changes
The commission has proposed that

noncommercial educational (NCE)
licensees be required to include "gen-
der and racial/ethnic" information in
their ownership reports. (Form 323
for commercial stations already re-
quires the submission of such data.)
Additionally, LPFM licensees, histori-
cally exempt from ownership report-
ing, would lose that exemption. Rec-
ognizing that many NCE stations are
licensed to nonprofit, nonstock orga-
nizations that are not covered by con-
ventional notions of "ownership?' the
FCC acknowledges that it will have to
come up with a workable definition
of ownership in the NCE context.

Purpose of the changes
The FCC's purpose in adopting the

new rules is so it can better assess and
effectively promote diversity of own-
ership in the broadcast industry. Ac-
cording to Acting Chairman Michael
Copps, the state of broadcast owner-

ship is "shameful" because the media
"are still deficient when it comes to re-
flecting the diversity of America?' And
that "shameful state of affairs" will
"continue until more women and
minorities actually own stations and
set their own policies?' His sentiments
were echoed by Commissioner Jona-
than Adelstein. In a considerably more
restrained statement, Commissioner
Robert McDowell expressed cautious
support for the concept of obtaining
"more precise and reliable" owner-
ship statistics while making clear that
he did "not entirely agree with every
word" in the FCC's order.

While these rule changes deal only
with information gathering, if the
FCC is looking toward a race-, eth-
nic- and gender -based system of reg-
ulation of broadcast ownership, it will
have to confront thorny issues.

Practically speaking, how is the
term "minority" to be defined? While
some may justify race -based regula-
tion as necessary to address a per-
ceived problem of "underrepresenta-
tion," what does underrepresentation
mean? If the government is trying to
eliminate underrepresentation, how
will it know the job has been done?

Conceptually, the FCC will have
to examine the concept of "diver-
sity" which, according to Copps and
Adelstein, is a matter of urgent con-
cern. How is diversity defined? How
can a governmental agency identify
it? How can it determine what level
of diversity is enough? And how does
that agency propose to monitor and
maintain the level of diversity that it
believes is necessary? BE

Harry C. Martin is a member of Fletcher,
Heald and Hildreth, PLC.
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D -A conversion
Step one to digital is converting analog

signals into digital equivalents.

By the time you read this,
more than 20 million digi-
tal converters will have been
purchased and installed in

U.S. viewers' homes, and a large num-
ber will have been dis-
tributed throughout the
world as well. Despite
their small size and cost,
the units pack a consid-
erable amount of tech-
nology into a simple -
to -use package. While
the functions of these
units are very similar to
those in an integrated
TV, the specific applica-
tion to support legacy
analog 4:3 televisions
means there are some
important differences.
This month, we'll take a look at the
functional elements of these units, as
well as how digital -to -analog (D -A)
conversion works at the circuit level.

Typical converters
The functional structure of a typi-

BY ALDO CUGNINI

cal DTV converter is shown in Figure
1. While some converters may com-
bine several of these functions into
integrated silicon, or even implement
the functions in software on a digital

Tuner

Transport
demux

->RF

Analog
passthrough

Modulator

Video
decoder

Format
converter

Graphics
processor

Metadata
decoder

Figure 1. Shown here is a typical DTV converter. (The
not shown.)

signal processor (DSP), the basic ele-
ments remain the same.

While the tuner in a DTV convert-
er is similar to that in an integrated
DTV (or HDTV) receiver, the techni-
cal requirements for converters sold
under the U.S. converter box program

FRAME GRAB A look at tomorrow's technology

Broadcast Internet revenues growing
Broadcast industry to earn $1.9 billion in online revenue by 2013
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audio path is

are more stringent. As set forth in the
U.S. Dept. of Commerce's NTIA Rules
for coupon -eligible converter boxes,
these units must meet a technical
specification that includes minimum

requirements for RF

sensitivity, phase noise
immunity, interference
rejection for co -chan-
nel, first -adjacent and
taboo channels, burst
noise immunity, and
multipath rejection.

The transport de -

multiplexer in these
units parse the data
stream into its constit-
uent video, audio and
data elements, and also
conveys the important
synchronization data

that is used to properly reconstruct
the video and audio programs. The
video decoder takes the MPEG-com-
pressed video data and converts this
to viewable video.

Video format converter
A format converter is needed to

display all source material properly
on a 4:3 television. This conversion
includes several different functions,
such as scaling, resampling, interlac-
ing and cadence conversion. Scaling is
used, for example, to resize a 16:9 im-
age to fit on a 4:3 display, and can be
done in various different ways: linear,
squeezed or zoomed.

Because analog television broadcast
uses a fixed sampling grid, and digital
broadcast allows the use of many other
sampling grids, resampling is required
when downconverting from the digital
source formats. And, resampling re-
quires some degree of digital filtering
to avoid objectionable aliasing. How-
ever, in order to produce a low-cost
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product, a very simple filter
may be employed, resulting
in some amount of visible
artifacts. Also, since digital
broadcasts can use progres-
sive scan, an interlacer is

needed to display progressive
video on an analog TV, and
this may additionally intro-
duce vertical -temporal alias-
ing. Finally, a 3:2 cadence
converter can be used for film
pulldown to 30Hz (for NTSC) because
film -rate encoding is an allowed trans-
mission format.

Metadata decoder, graphics
processor, modulator

The digital transport stream also
contains metadata that conveys pro-
gram and system information that
can be used to provide the user with
tuned channel and program informa-
tion, and other program -related in-
formation such as closed captioning.
A graphics processor then uses this
information to generate a graphical
interface for the viewer. Ultimately, a
component such as a Digital ENCoder
(DENC) converts the digital video to
the appropriate analog output inter-
face format, with proper sync and col-
or burst, for presentation to either an
RF modulator, or baseband output to
a video display. A modulator is needed
to interface with a tuner -equipped an-
alog TV; alternatively, baseband video
outputs can be used to interface with
the composite inputs on a TV.

In order to provide legacy support
for analog broadcasters continu-
ing their analog transmissions af-
ter the analog cutoff date, an analog
passthrough is also provided on some
units. This allows the user to bypass
the converter and continue to receive
analog broadcasts on the analog TV.

D -A video signal conversion
Buried within the video output

function (within the graphics pro-
cessor in our example) will be a ba-
sic circuit element - the digital -to -
analog video converter itself, called
a video D -A converter or DAC. In

ILSB) DO 

DI -
D2

D3

D4

D5

D6

(MSB) D7

Figure 2. A digital -to -analog converter circuit

order to convert the digital represen-
tation of a signal to an analog one, a
circuit such as the R -2R resistor lad-
der shown in Figure 2 is often inte-
grated within a D -A chip.

The output signal appearing at V
will be a stepwise approximation oil
the video signal, also known as a zero -
order hold version of the sampled sig-
nal. This signal then requires an analog
lowpass filter to remove the sampling
harmonics; the filter can also be com-
pensated to counteract the inherent
sin(x)/x response of the zero -order
hold circuit. In practice, the linearity
of this type of D -A converter will de-
pend on the accuracy of the resistor
ladder network, something that is not
difficult to do using modern silicon
fabrication techniques.

Another type of D -A converter
is the Binary Weighted DAC. In this
circuit, each bit of the parallel digital
input switches on or off a weighted
current source; these currents are
then added together and converted
to a voltage, forming the analog out-
put. As before, filtering is needed for
proper signal construction. One criti-
cal characteristic of D -A conversion
is the linearity of the converter. If the
voltage associated with each bit is not
precisely generated and summed, the
resulting signal will have distortion
associated with it.

For video signals, nonlinearity can
be tolerated to some extent, but not
so with audio. With audio signals, an
oversampling converter can be used to
both simplify the D -A conversion and
to lower the quantization noise of the
signal. This is because upconverting
the signal to a very high sample rate

will spread the quantization
noise over the entire sam-
pling spectrum; thus, the final
lowpass filter will remove a
great deal of the quantization
noise. In addition, the D -A
converter can be constructed
using a pulse -width modula-
tion scheme that will result
in a very high linearity of the
conversion. This is not practi-
cal for video circuits, howev-

er, due to the extremely high sampling
rates that would be required.

In practice, the video D -A converter
within a DTV converter or receiver
is integrated within the DENC chip
mentioned earlier. This device takes
8 -bit multiplexed 4:2:2 YCi,C, video
at a 13.5MHz rate and converts this
to Y/C video (for S -Video interface),
or CVBS (composite video blanking
signal), for composite or RF interface.
To support low -end TV sets that are
subject to cross -color artifacts, the lu-
minance signal can be notch -filtered at
3.58MHz (NTSC) or 4.43MHz (PAL).
A similar notch filter is also available
to prevent problems with the sound
carrier. Both of these filters, as well as
the chroma interpolation filters (need-
ed to convert 4:2:2 sampling to 4:4:4),
are implemented digitally within the
DENC. A D -A converter on the same
chip (usually 10 bits to account for
addition of the Y and C signals) then
provides the final analog output.

D -A converter boxes are an im-
portant part of the digital transition
strategy for broadcasters, enabling all
consumers to afford keeping up with
this technology easily. Within these
units, D -A converter technology pro-
vides support for analog displays.
However, as integrated TVs and digi-
tal interfaces such as HDMI become
more commonplace, we may eventu-
ally arrive at the situation where ana-
log video signals are no longer pres-
ent in any of these devices! BE

Aldo Cugnini is a consultant in the digital
television industry.
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Backing up critical data
Follow these steps to keep your facility on -air.

When it comes to pro-
tecting data, broad-
casters have it rough.
Not only do they face

all of the normal IT issues with pro-
tecting important desktop business
data, but increasingly they are faced
with protecting vital data having to
do with on -air operations.

As broadcasters think about pro-
tection, it may be useful to divide
the areas of concern into protect-
ing on -air programming, meaning
video, audio and closed captioning,
and protecting the data having to do
with the operating systems that get
video to air, meaning automation
and other systems.

Protecting programming
For many broadcasters, especially

those just moving to server -based
playout technology, it's important
to decide how to protect the pro-
grams and commercials stored on
the server. Most broadcasters keep
tape as a backup for a while, and in
some cases, videotape is kept as the
backup method indefinitely. How-
ever, for many broadcasters, the move
to server -based playout was driven by
a requirement to do things that could
not be done with a tape -only facility.
Some of these drivers are a request
from management to reduce staff, or
to provide multiple feeds from a con-
solidated master control facility.

Whatever the motivation, broad-
casters frequently find that after be-
ing on servers for a while, videotape
is unsuitable for backup. Or they dis-
cover that videotape serves as a back-
up of last resort, meaning that the
facility functionality will ultimately
suffer if the operators must revert
back to videotape. Finally, there is a
cost to maintaining videotape as the
backup of choice. This cost shows up
in maintaining the videotape library,

BY BRAD GILMFR

tape machines and sufficient tape -
based playback facilities to actually be
able to execute a tape -based backup
plan. If retaining videotape as a back-
up is not feasible for many broadcast-
ers, then what is a good way to protect
this vital data once it moves into the
server environment?

The obvious answer is a one -for -
one backup plan; all content on one
server is duplicated on a second serv-
er. This backup plan is simple and
intuitive, and the only real issues are
cost and ensuring that the two servers
really contain identical content.

If you can't deploy redundant play-
back servers, all is not lost. When
thinking about protecting data, it
pays to decide what the most likely
failure modes are and protect them.
The two components most likely to
fail in servers are the power supply

and the disk drives. Buying a server
with redundant power supplies is a
good idea, especially if you do not
have a backup server. When it comes
to disk drives, professional quality
broadcast servers employ a scheme
that provides protection from disk
drive failures, most typically through
RAID technology. There are different
levels of RAID, but generally, RAID
5 is used. In this configuration, data
is striped across several disks. As the
data is written, parity data is calcu-
lated and recorded as well. If a drive
fails, the RAID array can recreate the
missing data by using the data from
the remaining disks plus the parity
data. Figure 1 on page 24 illustrates
RAID 5 along with two other com-
mon RAID configurations.

An important point when con-
sidering RAID is that if a drive fails,

RAID 0
Data is striped across multiple drives affording increased performance,

but no protection of any kind.

RAID 1
Two disks with exactly the same

content on both disks

RAID 5
Data and parity information are striped across multiple drives. If one drive

is lost, data is received using information from the remaining drives.

Figure 1. Many different RAID schemes exist.The two most commonly encountered
by broadcasters are RAID 1 and RAID 5. RAID 1 mirrors all data onto two disks.
RAID 5 stripes the data across multiple disks. You may hear about RAID 0 as well.
RAID 0 stripes data across multiple disks to provide increased performance, but
provides no redundancy in case of disk failure.
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the technology is so good that the
operator will never notice unless he
is looking at error logs or is notified
by monitoring software. If a sec-
ond drive fails before the first one
is replaced, the failure will be cata-
strophic: All data on the drives will
be lost. So it is extremely important
to take advantage of all notifications
provided by the server manufactur-
er regarding disk failures.

It is also key to understand what
it takes to replace a drive and to re-
build the data so that the drive is back
online. Many servers will rebuild the
data on the new drive in the back-
ground, but some will not. Also, note
that it may take a long time for the
process to complete. This means that
the system is vulnerable during the re-
build period. Another question to ask
is whether the system performance is
restricted during the rebuild process.
In other words, if you lose a drive and
replace it with a new one, are there
things you cannot do because the
server is busy rebuilding the drive?

To further protect the data, some
RAID systems allow you to purchase
extra drives and designate them as
hot standbys. This means that a drive
is instantly available if another drive
fails - well, not quite. Actually, the
drive is instantly available, but it does

not contain any data. The system
must still rebuild the data on the new
drive. But in this case, you will reduce
the exposure to a second drive failure
by beginning the rebuild process im-
mediately rather than waiting until
someone notices the error and physi-
cally replaces the failed drive. Under-
standing RAID and its limitations can
be an excellent way to protect yourself
from drive failures in video servers.

Protecting the most
important data

As I said earlier, when broadcast-
ers think about protecting data, they
almost invariably think about pro-
tecting the content. But there is other
data that may be even more impor-
tant than protecting the content itself.
Most facilities contain some form of
automation. In some cases, an auto-
mation failure means that normal
operations cannot continue, and the
on -air look suffers.

Again, a one -for -one backup is a
simple solution, but in this case, not
only is cost an issue, but controlling
one server from two automation sys-
tems presents nontrivial issues. Also
because most automation systems
operate from a centralized database,
it's critical to ensure that this central-
ized database remains available and

that its data is protected.
One way to protect a centralized da-

tabase is to store the data on a RAID
drive, just as you would your content.
While this may be sufficient, consider
what it would mean if you lost all of the
automation data. How long would it
take you to reingest all of the material?
How long would it take you to enter
all of the metadata required to get the
content on the air? This database is so
important and the ramifications of los-
ing it can be so serious that a belt -and-

suspenders approach is appropriate.
Many different database technolo-

gies exist. One technology is SQL. It
supports something called database
replication. Replication allows the
SQL server to duplicate the database
onto a database running on another
server in near real time. In fact, it is
possible to design server/database
systems such that the loss of one da-
tabase or server is transparent to the
application accessing the database.

Although database systems attempt
to protect you from data corruption,
errors can occur. And, of course, few
systems will protect from human er-
ror. For these reasons, it is important
to maintain a rolling backup of the
database system. How frequently you
back up this database depends upon
how quickly it changes, but I would
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recommend making backups at least
once every 24 hours and keeping each
backup for one wee t.

No matter how you decide to pro-
tect the automation database, invest
the time to understand where the da-
tabase resides and what protections
are provided by your vendor. Finally,
if you need to enable the backup
database, switch over to the backup
during a noncritical time to ensure
that everything works properly, and
be sure that the process you follow to
change over is well documented.

Protecting critical apps
Lastly, consider how to protect your

facility from the loss of a critical on -
air application such as automation
or ingest. If you dig into the automa-
tion system design, you may find that
while all of the content is stored on
RAID servers, the automation system

software and automation database
are all running on a single consumer
disk drive. If that drive fails, you will
be one busy maintenance guy.

Moving the database over to a
stand-alone database server takes
care of the database vulnerability,
but what about the automation sys-
tem itself? Of course, if you have the
original CDs that the automation
system came from, you can install a
new drive and then reload the auto-
mation application. But all this takes
time. A simple, low-cost solution is
to buy a second drive just like the
one in your system. During a main-
tenance period, install the drive in
the automation computer, load the
operating system and the automa-
tion software. Complete the configu-
ration of the automation, and verify
that everything is working properly.
Shut down the system, and put the

original drive back into the comput-
er. Carefully label the backup drive,
document what you did (including
noting the version of the OS and au-
tomation software on the drive), and
put it on the shelf. Now if the auto-
mation computer drive fails, all you
need to do is install the backup drive,
and you are back on the air. BE

Brad Gilmer is president of Gilmer &
Associates, executive director of the Video
Services Forum and executive director of
the Advanced Media Workflow Association.

ISend questions and comments to:
brad.gilmer@penton.com
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Graphics systems
On -air graphics push the limits of imagination ... at a price.

BY MICHAFL GROTTICFLLI

In today's highly competitive tele-
vision environment, on -screen
graphics continue to be a key
channel differentiator. There's no

graphic too sophisticated or complex
for today's audiences - be they high-

definition, 3D, full -motion branding
bugs or multilayered titles that transi-
tion on and off the screen in highly
creative ways, or fully interactive
maps and charts tightly linked to the
Web that provide real-time updates
of information and a clear message
for the story being presented.

The ante continues to be increased
for what can be done on screen to
help tell a story or enhance a live
broadcast. With the advent of wide-
screen HDTV sets in consumers' liv-
ing rooms, static 2D images no lon-
ger cut it if you want viewers to take
notice. The competition for eyeballs
among sports broadcasts is especial-
ly tough, where full -motion images
now take the place of player head -
shots, virtual technology is ubiqui-
tous, and 3D models move in an out
of the screen seamlessly.

A wide variety of cable chan-
nels now use full -motion logos or
live video mapped on top of a pro-
gram to promote another upcoming
show, generated with a single chan-
nel branding solution. National news
programs are getting high-tech with
interactive maps that can zoom in to
a particular street with the touch of
the on -set plasma screen. CNN aired
a holographic -like effect that virtually
placed an off -site reporter in the stu-
dio for an interview with the show's
host. So it appears there's no limit to
what can be accomplished with the
right art direction.

For years, stations at the local level
have not been as innovative with their
newscasts, preferring simple over -the -
shoulder graphics. This is beginning
to change, as ratings have become

KCTV, the CBS affiliate in Kansas City, created
Vizrt software.

harder to come by. We're seeing mul-
tilayered 3D opens and bumpers be-
ing used like never before. However,
stations now have fewer resources and
are forced to do more with less staff,
so there are limitations. The economy
has not helped this scenario.

Finding the right model
Vendors in the space are working

hard to provide tools that allow pro-
ducers and graphics artists to design
at all levels of multilayered sophistica-
tion to create new types of graphics in
an intuitive way. This has resulted in
a number of options for broadcasters,
depending upon the business model
and production workflow desired.

In addition to whiz-bang effects,
manufacturers are also focused on
making broadcasters as productive
as possible by enabling all mem-
bers of the staff to collaborate in
the process. There are several work-
flow models being deployed among
their respective product lines: single -
box solutions, networked systems
approach and a software -as -service
(SaaS) subscription model whereby
graphics tools are provided in a Web -

based environment that are hosted by

this full -motion, 3D open with

the manufacturer.
The Avid Deko line of charac-

ter generators and graphics engines
has been a mainstay of the broad-
cast business for many years. Teicia
Gaupp, market segment manager for
on -air graphics at Avid Technology,
says that broadcasters want the abil-
ity to centralize the graphics creation
process so that there's no duplication
of efforts. There's also a need for dis-
tributed access of graphics among
multiple departments of a media
company, be it a single local station or
a main network (broadcast or cable)
production facility.

With the emergence of the MOS
protocol several years ago, journal-
ists using an Avid iNEWS or AP
ENPS newsroom computer sys-
tem now had the ability to create a
graphic using prebuilt templates and
then link that graphic element to a
particular story. Because the tem-
plates are designed by a single artist,
it also keeps a consistent brand image
onscreen. And the same graphics can
be saved in multiple formats that can
be used in both TV programs and
print campaigns. But the real driver
of template graphics is that it allows
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Avid's Deko product line now
accommodates the need for distributed
access of graphics among multiple
departments of a media company.

a station to maintain or increase
graphics productivity without hiring
more graphic artists.

Today, this access to graphics tools
within the Deko product family has
been extended to the editor, allowing

the person cutting the video to create
and insert graphics elements. This in-
cludes the latest Deko 3000 software,
which supports the industry -stan-
dard FBX and Collada 3D formats,
and enables users to import and play-
back 3D models and animations. This
again saves time and money.

Virtual graphics
Orad Hi -Tech Systems has been

a long-time player in the virtual set
community. The company has moved
aggressively into the sports broadcast
arena, offering 3D title graphics and
virtual insertion technology for in-
teractive charts, graphs and even ad-
vertising. CBS Sports has used Orad's
MVP enhancement tools for some
of its live football and tennis broad-
casts, enabling producers to zoom in
and highlight a single player or play
in real time. CBS also uses Orad's
First Down Line system, which uses

elevate your camera not your budget

Televator Elevating Pedestals deliver
extreme value. Their lightweight and
compact folding floor dollies and studio
kits have a small footprint making them
easy to maneuver - even in the tightest
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Systems for smooth on -air moves on
virtually any studio floor surface. Televator-
only from Telemetrics.

--11elemetrics Inc.
CAMERA CONTROL SYSTEMS

telemetricsinc.com sales@telemetricsinc.com  201-848-9818

sensor -free image processing tracking
technology to superimpose the yellow
line and other virtual graphics over
the playing field.

Shaun Dail, vice president of sales
and marketing for North America
at Orad, says resources (money and
graphic artist talent) are the biggest
hurdles stations are faced with when
it comes to graphics production. In
general, the companies that invest in
newer technology are the ones gain-
ing the highest ratings.

The company recently introduced
an on -air graphics, branding and
CG system that supports 3D as well
as SD and HD resolution. It comes
with a built-in tutorial on how to
build different types of graphics. This
type of low-cost channel branding
box is offered by a variety of master
control switcher vendors, including
Evertz, Grass Valley, Harris, Miranda
Technologies, Omneon, OmniBus
Systems and Utah Scientific. EVS and
Pixel Power offer similar products, in
addition to their graphics and on -air
display systems.

One of the latest graphics tech-
nologies from Orad is InterAct, a 3D
graphically driven touch -screen sys-
tem that works with any plasma or
LCD display. The company has also
developed a chromakey monitor that
can control virtual objects within a
virtual set. Another new Orad vir-
tual technology, AutoCatch, enables
a live telecast to keep a virtual ad in
the shot. When a director takes a dif-
ferent camera angle, the system au-
tomatically remaps the image into
each shot.

Cost-effective models
For broadcast networks and in-

dependent station groups across the
country, sharing resources and reduc-
ing redundant processes has become
standard production practice. These
days, if you want to stay competitive,
you have no choice.

For the Media General Broadcast
Group, this philosophy has been ex-
tended to the creation of a centralized
on -air graphics production initiative
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and the implementation of an in-
novative workflow that saves capital
and gets packages on the air faster. In
the news business, faster time to air
means higher ratings.

From its Broadcast Division head-
quarters in Richmond, Virginia, Me-
dia General has put together a team
of digital design artists that produce
design elements for the entire station
group. It supports 23 full -power tele-
vision stations in various midmarkets
across the Southeast United States.
The group is helping each station beat
its respective local competition with
the latest breaking news story and im-
proving the on -air look of its diverse
newscasts - all with fewer resources
and less duplicate processes than the
company used in the past.

Known as Media General FX
(MGFX), the graphics hub is provid-
ing Media General stations with every
type of on -air graphic element, from

over -the -shoulder
headshots to 3D
maps, program
bumpers and teases.
They're using tem-
plate -based graph-
ics authoring and
workflow tools from
Miranda Technolo-
gies, in tandem with other graphic
creation systems (After Effects, Photo
Shop and Curious Maps), to create
and distribute standard- and HD
graphic elements in both the 4:3 and
16:9 aspect ratios. Participating sta-
tions simply order graphic elements
from MGFX, and they become avail-
able via the Internet, sometimes with-
in minutes of the request.

MGFX general manager Jim Doyle
says that while economics certainly
played a large role in setting up the
project, the current driving factor is
trying to achieve an inherent efficien-

CNN used Vizrt's holographic -effect technology during
the presidential elections in 2008.

cy in how graphics are produced and
used across the station group. It has
helped Media General improve the
quality of its newscasts and increases
the quantity of graphics available to
its stations on a daily basis.

Other stations groups, such as Sin-
clair Broadcast Group, have deployed
similar centralized graphics produc-
tion hubs.

With a rich history steeped in
hardware- and proprietary software -
based graphics systems, the name
Chyron has been synonymous with
on -air graphics for many years. This
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year, while the company continues to
offer its stand-alone HyperX systems
for graphics production, it has also
taken a decidedly different approach
to helping station groups create
graphics economically.

The company's Axis Web -based
graphic tools provide a "Distrib-
uted Centralization" strategy that
the company said brings stations
substantial cost savings. The new
software -as -service concept lever-
ages "cloud" computing, whereby
graphics elements are stored in a
remotely located server, controlled
by Chyron. The idea behind cloud
computing is that it allows broadcast
groups to have access to the high -
quality graphics tools, via subscrip-
tion licenses, without buying the ac-
tual hardware and software normally
required. Gannett's 23 stations have
adopted the Axis SaaS model and are
using it on a daily basis.

How much is too much?
Remember that graphics can be-

come too distracting. When CNN
used the Vizrt holographic -effect
technology during the presidential
elections in 2008, it was not without
some consternation. Executives at
CNN apparently felt they needed to
ensure that viewers knew the virtual
reporter was not in the studio, so they
defocused the edges of the virtual ef-
fect. This made the interviewee looks
cartoonish, like a cheap "Star Trek"
analog video effect.

During NAB, Vizrt and a company
called STATS presented a live dem-
onstration at the company's booth,
which showed how problematic the
technology can be for an inexperi-
enced "guest" to use the system. The
audio delay between an interviewer
and interviewee can be quite disarm-
ing for someone not used to it.

The technique requires that a semi-

circle of small cameras is positioned
around the guest standing against a
green screen in a remote studio. In the
main studio, a single camera is fitted
with special sensors that help posi-
tion the virtual guest next to the live
guest. The system uses STATS' video
processing and tracking technol-
ogy, in tandem with Vizrt's real-time
tracking and rendering software. The
impression of the holographic inter-
view is completed in fractions of a
second, and multiparticipant inter-
views are possible.

With current graphics technol-
ogy, anything is possible given the
right budget and talented artists.
It all depends on the desired audi-
ence and the on -screen image you
are trying to portray. Ratings and
revenue will follow. BE

Michael Grotticelli regularly reports on
the professional video and broadcast
technology industries.
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Examine workflows
Implementing BXF can be advantageous

for your organization's flow.

Acommon misconception
about the Broadcast Ex-
change Format (BXF)
is that the technology is

what's so interesting about it. While
the technology and capabilities of
BXF are indeed impressive and con-
siderable, the workflow aspects are the
most compelling. They are the most
likely to have the biggest effect on or-
ganizations implementing BXF.

Few broadcasters decide to intro-
duce new technology without a solid
business case to support it. It can
be expensive and disruptive if done
without properly examining the rea-
sons behind the implementation and
the likely impact on the way business
is conducted. Clearly, an understand-
ing of the technology is required,
but one must also consider how the
technology will affect the people and
workflows that it touches.

A good initial goal is to understand
what you are trying to accomplish
with a technology such as BXF. Do
you hope to cut costs? Do you want

BY CHRIS LENNON

to find new revenues? Is your plan to
streamline operations? Once you iden-
tify your objectives, you can appreciate
the deeper effects of the technological
change on your organization.

It is critical to comprehend the sig-
nificant workflow changes that some-
thing like BXF implies before rolling it
out across your organization. Above all

else, workflows with formerly loosely
and poorly connected processes will be
brought closer together with systems
integration rather than interoperabil-
ity being the key.

For example, many wonder whether
BXF means that traffic and scheduling
starts controlling automation. The
answer is not simple. BXF does allow

BXF schedule
(playlist)

BXF schedule
(inventory)

1

BXF schedule
(spot schedule)

BXF
content

BXF content
transfer

File- sed
d ry

Figure 1. A typical broadcast workflow with sales, scheduling and playout linked
by BXF data exchange
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traffic and scheduling to dynamically
update events on automation's playout
list, exchange content metadata and
automatically exchange content trans-
fer information. This automates many
previously manual processes. Whether
it means that traffic and scheduling is
taking over automation is up to how
a particular organization chooses to
adjust its workflow, staffing and even
structure in response to the imple-
mentation of BXF. (See Figure 1.)

The capabilities of BXF
Schedule/as-run is the most com-

monly referenced component of BXF.
The main benefit that BXF offers is
the ability to dynamically tie together
scheduling and playout areas so that
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changes in one area are automatically
reflected in the other. This way, day -
of -air program or commercial con-
tent changes can be made easily and
seamlessly in scheduling - and play -
out is aware of these changes quickly
and automatically. On the flip side,
immediate as -run notification is also
possible using BXF.

Content metadata can be easily

shared among systems using BXF. The
depth of content metadata supported
is quite deep, both for program and
nonprogram (commercial) content.
This allows for more automated in-
gest procedures, as well as better syn-
chronization among systems dealing
with content metadata.

With content (both program and
commercial) increasingly being deliv-
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ered as files, the need to manage the
transfer of this content in an auto-
mated fashion becomes more impor-
tant. BXF allows systems to exchange
transfer information and to automate
the movement of content from source
to destination.

With these three main areas of ca-
pability in mind, it is important to
consider which parts of your organi-
zation would be affected by the intro-
duction of BXF.

Sales
Clearly, the biggest impact here is

in the area of schedule/as-run. The
ability to make day -of -air changes to
the schedule provides the sales team
with greater flexibility in respond-
ing to customers' needs. The benefits
here are potentially many, as are the
workflow effects of automating this
process. However, there's more than
that. Allowing sales to make day -of -
air changes has ripple effects. Among
those may be pricing of spots, policy
on what changes are permitted (per-
haps a $1500 increment in revenue
justifies a substitution of spots), and
how close to air such changes can be
permitted (again, a policy decision,
not a technical one).

One other area in which BXF im-
pacts sales is through its support of
nontraditional revenue. This refers
to ad revenue from items other than
30 -second ads. BXF is equally adept at
supporting sponsored logos, squeezes,
voice-overs and any number of other
nontraditional forms of advertising.

Again, before unleashing the sales
force on all of these sources of rev-
enue, it's important to consider the
effects of booking more of these types
of ads on other parts of the operation,
such as traffic, playout and billing.

Scheduling
It all comes down to increased

control over playout, which in itself
can result in dramatic changes to the
way scheduling is performed. When
day -of -air changes are permitted,
one must ensure that the extra work
of initiating those changes is justified
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by the incremental revenue associated
with those changes.

Simply making schedule changes is
only the first step. You must also have
the content in place and ready to play
out for newly placed ads. BXF can
help with content and content trans-
fer functions, but it is important not
to overlook this key requirement.

Playout
Does BXF mean that everyone re-

lated to old-style playout and auto-
mation is out of a job? Probably not,
but it does mean that they will be able
to focus on the most important aspect
of their job - ensuring that the on -
air product is of the highest quality.

Although BXF enables increased
automation of formerly manual pro-
cesses, it can also complicate play -
out by placing increased demands
on it. More frequent and complex
schedule changes, along with the
content movement and metadata

demands implied by these, can put
additional strain on the infrastruc-
ture and systems you use for play -
out. Be sure they're up to the task.

Ingest
Increased automation in content

metadata exchange and the transfer
of content results in more automat-
ed and accurate ingest of material.
Though it may mean reduced head -
counts, it also frees up people from
mundane tasks like ingest so that they
can focus on more critical items di-
rectly connected to revenue.

Billing
Near real-time as -run information

is not only a boon to sales, but also to
billing. There's more to it than that,
though. Benefits run the gamut from
simpler reconciliation to more accu-
rate billing and fewer discrepancies.

The most important thing to re-
member is that billing is downstream

of almost every BXF-related workflow
change you introduce within the or-
ganization. However, it's easily over-
looked. There can be great advantages
to billing as a result of using BXF, but
there can also be trickle -down effects
that complicate things at this level.

Conclusion
This overview is to get you think-

ing about how BXF may impact your
operation. The best way to get started
is to consider an alternate meaning of
the BXF acronym: Begin by examin-
ing flows. Remember, technologies
such as BXF are great, and, if imple-
mented thoughtfully with regard for
their workflow impacts, they can be
powerful. However, if simply put in
place with a "let's see how this works"
attitude, your results may not be what
you hoped for. BE

Chris Lennon is director of integration and
standards for Harris Broadcast
Communications.
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costing the earth?

iTX - saving you money, saving energy

When did you last think about the environmental impact
of your broadcast facility ... or what it casts you in power
consumption alone?

Making the move to IT -based technologies delivers lower
CAPEX, lower energy consumption, lower OPEX.

It's time to join the iTX revolution.
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Managing HDTV sound
5.1 audio implementation requires

comprehensive understanding.

proper management of 5.1
surround -sound audio is

the latest challenge facing
broadcasters as they contin-

ue to enhance the overall HDTV ex-
perience in the home. In many ways,
managing the rollout of 5.1 audio is
proving to be more difficult for engi-
neers than the HDTV rollout itself.

Defining audio
To help define the terms used to-

day in audio processing, Figure 1 lists
typical audio types (including a future
7.1 surround -sound scenario), and

RANDY CONROD

signals are monitored in stereo un-
less the signal needs to be upmixed
for monitoring purposes (Pro Logic I
and II, DTS Neural Surround), and
non-PCM signals sound like white
noise when monitored.

Monitoring audio
The majority of "true" 5.1 audio

is provided by tapes or ingested via
satellite in today's HDTV systems.
One of the first challenges is the
monitoring of the audio. Options in-
clude downmixing the 5.1 surround
sound or setting up a 5.1 amplifier

In many ways, managing the rollout of 5.1
audio is proving for
engineers than the HDTV rollout itself.

Figure 2 on page 41 lists the typical
audio conversion types (encoding, de-
coding, upmixing and downmixing).

The process of compressing audio
into a non-PCM compressed signal
is typically called encoding; when it
is decompressed back to PCM, it is
called decoding. A downmixed signal
may or may not have additional inau-
dible information that can be used for
a downstream upmix. Downmixed

Mono Stereo

and speakers. There is also the issue
of how to monitor a mono mix of
the stereo signal, as well as Dolby E,
Dolby Digital AC -3 and Pro Logic II
signals as they are encountered. All
of these scenarios have to be care-
fully considered.

Audio provided as three PCM chan-
nels, either as AES or embedded into
the SDI signal, can be downmixed for
monitoring in stereo or in surround

Surround sound Surround sound
Pro Logic I Pro Logic II

sound. A downmix will be provided in
most cases (5.1 + 2.0) and is required
in the monitoring chain. Audio that has
been compressed using Dolby E tech-
nology must be decompressed. How-
ever, this can lead to lip -sync issues be-
cause the compressed non-PCM audio
may or may not be prealigned for the
one frame of delay apiece incurred
during compression and decompres-
sion. The picture monitor also can im-
part its own delay, which may or may
not help the lip -sync timing.

If the audio was compressed into
Dolby Digital AC -3, decompression is
not recommended, because this signal
is meant to be decompressed once in the
home environment. If recompressed,
artifacts will result in lower quality.

Pro Logic also may need to be up -
mixed for monitoring. Figure 3 on
page 42 shows the various types of
monitoring required.

Lip sync
Lip sync is proving to be another

issue in 5.1 audio delivery. It has been
said that today's larger screen sizes
make it easier to see lip -sync issues.
If this is true, lip sync becomes even
more apparent in HDTV and sur-
round sound. A broadcaster or cable/

Surroud sound Surround sound
Dolby E Dolby Digital Plus

Dolby Digital AC -3

Figure 1. Monitoring setups for various audio types
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The 2010 World Cup will be hosted in South Africa with football matches being played in 10
stadiums. The DVB-S2 standard and Comtech EF Data's CDM-710 Broadcast Satellite Modems will
power the video uplink services between the 10 stadiums and the broadcast hub, enabling the
bandwidth -efficient transmission of the tournament's HDTV coverage to billions of viewers globally.
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satellite distributor can control lip
sync up to the point it is decoded in
the home environment, and many
lip -sync errors can be predicted, mea-
sured and repaired using today's tech-
nology. There are methods of placing
a known video and audio test signal,
passing it through a system and then
offsetting to the measurement.

Processing audio
Another pressing issue is what to

do if 5.1 surround sound is not pro-
vided within the content. There are
two methods with which to address
this issue. The purist's method is to
continue to move stereo audio into the
home environment. However, dynam-
ic audio metadata is used to signal the
receiver in the home for the 2.0 stereo
or 5.1 surround -sound content. This
is known to cause clicks, pops, muting
and other issues in the home, because
not all receivers react to audio meta -

data in an inaudible fashion.
The other method is to upmix the

audio from stereo to 5.1 surround
sound. It is important to perform
listening tests to determine whether
the upmix sounds natural in the
surround -sound domain. Also, listen
for any audible artifacts when the in-
put transitions between 2.0 and 5.1.
Upmixing provides a constant sur-
round -sound experience in the home
environment through the use of static
audio metadata.

Moving audio in today's facilities
can be simple if the audio is embed-
ded. It becomes more complicated if
AES interfaces are used. Today, 75f/
unbalanced interfaces are mostly used,
with occasional use of balanced 110,Q
interfaces. Existing embedded audio
equipment handles all four groups
of embedded audio (16 total chan-
nels, four per group), but interfacing
to older embedded audio equipment

can cause problems because all four
groups may not be handled.

Even if an older -generation em-
bedder/de-embedder handles two
groups, the other two may not be
identified properly. This can cause
issues with newer embedders/de-em-
bedders that can handle four groups
of audio. A guard band for embed-
ded Dolby E must be implemented
so there is an alignment between the
video and Dolby E header for proper
de -embedding downstream relative
to the video. Also be aware of old de-
embedders in a system because they
may not de -embed the audio phase
aligned across the three PCM chan-
nels for surround sound. This will af-
fect the surround -sound audio.

If interconnection is considered a
minor annoyance, then the mapping
of the audio across many channels
can be downright problematic, be-
cause an industrywide standard does

new products

TracSeries is an advanced technical furniture system

for control room consoles, edit desks , and flat panel

monitor walls. TracSerils products provide your

facility with a complete range of highly adaptable

solutions from

one company.

tbcconsoles.com
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Number Type Mix Transport Technique

Eight Digital 7.1 AES (PCM) Compressed

(non-PCM)

Six Digital 5.1 + AES (PCM) Compressed
2.0 (non-PCM)

Six Digital 5.1 AES (PCM) Compressed
(non-PCM)

Six Analog or
digital

Stereo Lw, Rw Water -

marked

Five Analog
or digital

Stereo Lt, Rt Matrix

Four Analog
or digital

Stereo Lt, Rt Matrix

Two Analog
or digital

Stereo Lo, Ro Two

channels

One or Analog Mono Lo, Ro One or two
two or digital or

stereo
channels

Two Analog Add to AES (1) Two

or digital mix channels

One Analog
or digital

Mono AES (2) Two single
channels

Figure 2. Typical audio types detailed

Monitor Type Comment

L, C, R, Ls, Rs, Lb, Rb, LFE Dolby Digital One -pass VBR

Plus

L, C, R, Ls, Rs, LFE Dolby Digital Multiple -pass
plus another two channels E VBR

L, C, R, Ls, Rs, LFE Dolby Digital One -pass CBR

AC -3

L, C, R, Ls, Rs, LFE DTS Neural One pass
Surround

L, C, R, Ls, Rs Pro Logic II One pass

L, R, Ls, Rs Pro Logic I One pass

L, R

C or L, R

Ls, Rs, Lb, Rb

C

Stereo mix

Descriptive Mono, double
video mono or stereo

mix

Added to the mix
for enhancement
purposes

Natural
sound

Mono mix

AMP1-16 Series 1RU 3Gb/s Aud o and Vide) 16 Channel Monitor

A new flagship 22 years in the making. From the inventors of in -rack audio monitoring.

AES SDI

MEtering Configuraion

10)

SYAr
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BruaticastErmineering

2000

OM
Pww .ecal

EOMMIE.Ekilffl

Exhaustive I/O in 1RJ: DI Dual Input
\ES 8 Channel Input
ES 8 Channel Output

Ana 8 Channel Output
SDI Re -Clocked Output

Dolby Upgrade (03 2009)

Bu:tonAssignmen: Channel Management

WWohler Come see us at Broadcast Asia 20r'
Booth #7F-3-01

CONFIDENCE IS EVERYTHING.+1 51') 870 0810 vww.wohler.com saleslawohbrcem
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Number Type Mix Transport Technique

Eight j) ssed

Six Two-cha el non-PCM' essed
(Sounds like white oise) CM)

Six Digital AES (PCM) Compress
Inon-PCM)

Six Anal S Lw, Rw Water-
marked

Five Analog
or digital

Stereo Lt, Rt Matrix

Four

or digital
8thfeb"' EtHit"i

Two Analog Stereo Lo, Ro Two
or di.Tsiiikkoki chermels

One or Analog Mono Lo, Ro One or two
two or digital or

stereo
channels

Two Analog Add to AES (1) Two
or digital mix channels

One Analog
or digital

Mono AES (2) Two single
channels

Monitor

R, Ls, Rs, Lb, Rb,

Encode

Decode

th

L, C, R, Ls, Rs,

Upmix

Downmix

L, R

C or L, R

Ls, Rs, Lb, Rb

C

, LEE

r two channels

Type

Plus

Dolby Digital Multi
E VBR

Comment

s, LEE Dolby Digital One -pass CFI*

ACi3f .°t if

DTS Neural One pass

Surround

Pro Logic II One pass.

s.

Pro Logic I ass

Stereo mix

Descriptive Mono, double
video mono or stereo

mix

Natural Added to the mix
sound for enhancement

purposes

Mono mix

Figure 3.Typical audio conversion types

FUREILM FUJINON
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 Robotic Interface
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not exist. TV networks have differ-
ent ways of processing and mapping
audio. Equipment that can easily be
routed for audio processing is neces-
sary whether the interface is AES or
embedded, and using detection can
assist with the different mappings.
PCM and non-PCM can be detected,
but identifying Dolby E versus Dolby
Digital can be difficult.

Other than the 5.1 + 2.0 scenario
that exists for stereo and surround
sound in today's content, there is
also secondary audio information
that must be considered, which may
be another language or descriptive
video. Stereo or an upmix can be pro-
vided in cases where 5.1 is not pres-
ent; however, handling the secondary
audio program requires additional
audio processing. If no descriptive
video audio content exists, it is typi-
cally substituted by the stereo signal
or a sum of the stereo signal.

5.1 in the home
environment

Even if the audio is provided as
5.1 in the home environment, proper
setup of the home receiver is nec-
essary to ensure the best possible
sound. Speaker placement and level
alignment are important, as is the set-
ting of the Dynamic Range Control
(DRC). This will eliminate the need
to reach for the volume button on the
remote control every time the audio
is too loud or soft.

Conclusions
There are many considerations for

audio processing in today's 5.1 sys-
tems. Accommodations for monitor-
ing the various forms of audio must
be made. Lip sync will continue to
rear its ugly head as systems become
more complex, so a solid under-
standing of where lip sync can go
wrong is critical.

The procedures for mapping the
various channels of audio at the input
and output of a system must also be
well understood, and it is critical that
processing be in place to handle every
scenario. Audio can be transported
as AES or embedded, PCM or non-
PCM, and stereo or surround sound,
and there may be other content that
needs to be considered such as a sec-
ondary language or descriptive video.

The complications that may arise
from either the purist's or nonpurist's
methods of upmixing stereo must also
be understood, because there may be
audio metadata and upmixing issues
that create unnatural sound. And, of
course, correct home receiver setup is
critical for the best possible surroul
sound experience.

Randy Conrod is product manager of
digital products for Harris Broadcast
Communications.
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IPICKHITS
elcome to Broadcast Engineering's Pick Hit Awards, the industry's longest -run-

ning product technology awards for broadcast and production. With a 25 -year

history, Pick Hits are the most prestigious technical awards given at NAB.

At the 2009 NAB Show, a panel of independent judges toured the exhibi-

tion floor for three days, looking for innovative technology. They then met

to make their selections based on multiple criteria, including the technical

and financial improvements the products can bring to a facility's opera-
tion. Our editors and publishers have no vote in the selection process.

Congratulations to the following manufacturers for their creative technol-
ogy solutions!

EzHDSAN 1 Beyond
Plug -and -play SAN provides up to 96TB
of RAID 6 protected storage, allowing
multistream, real-time HD editing for
up to 14 simultaneous users; can be
installed by an operator in a matter of
minutes by loading a simple driver on
each workstation and connecting one
standard Ethernet cable between the
computer and the SAN.
617-591-2200; www.1beyond.com

MAXX-2400 HD 360 Systems

Video server offers four video outputs,
two inputs, 12TB of storage and a broad
set of server tools; plays up to four HD
video streams at once, or it can record
two streams while playing two others.
818-991-0360
www.360systems.com

Ki Pro AJA Video

s irt
0O01:1  WO

Virtually any video and audio source can
be fed into the Ki Pro to record pristine
10 -bit Apple ProRes 422 media that is
then immediately available to edit within
Apple's Final Cut Studio; features SD/
HD -SDI, HDMI and analog inputs;
alongside the camera, the familiar VTR -
like buttons provide immediate controls
for basic operation.

530-274-2048; www.aja.com

Tahoma LE -4

Multiviewer auto -detects

Apantac

doorman BAL Broadcast
Wireless, quad -split multiviewer allows
four picture sources to be viewed on one
handheld screen; cable -free devices let
directors or any member of the produc-
tion team view a shot from any camera
wherever they are on the studio floor.
+44 1782 717840; www.bal.co.uk

Oasis Media
Marketplace Bitceitral

Content distribution system bypasses
satellite deliveries of news by allowing
content producers to buy, sell and ex-
change broadcast -quality video over the
Internet; ties into local TV stations pro-
duction processes and gathers local con-
tent automatically.
949-253-9000; www.bitcentrol.com

Decklink HD
four video Extreme

inputs; supports DVI, HDMI and VGA
outputs up to 2048 x 1080; incorporates
a built-in Cat X extender, which allows
digital 1080p signals to be extended up
to 115ft.
503-616-3711
www.apantac.com

ATBTraffic Argentem
TV traffic system designed to run on
modest, affordable hardware; based on
the latest Microsoft .NET 3.5 platform
and SQL Server 2009; designed to handle
a range of users, from small stations to
multiple transmission facilities.
775-322-7436; www.argentem.com

MINX 1050 Avocent

Digital workstation extender provides
hardware -based digital desktop exten-
sion of video, keyboard, mouse, USB
mass storage and audio signals; allows
users to back -rack digital workstations
without impacting user operations.
256-430-4000; www.avocent.com

Blackmagic Design

Video capture card features SDI, HDMI
and analog component, NTSC, PAL and
S -Video capture and playback, combined
with dual -link 3Gb/s SDI technology
and hardware downconversion; instantly
switches between SD and HD video.
408-954-0500
www.blackmagic-design.ccm

CynerG2 Conpix

HD -ready, dual -channel graphics system
available in analog, SD -SDI and HD -SDI
models; operators can leverage the func-
tionality of both channels to create mul-
tiple overlays with the system's built-in
downstream keyers; features more than
260 effects.

S49-585-0055; www.compix.tv
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Complete Low -Power
DTV Conversion Solutions!

Excera

FWD PWR 100%

INUM1111111111111

Axcera offers complete end -to -end DTV conversion solutions for Community

Broadcasters. These systems are designed to get your digital signal on the air

quickly, with Axcera quality at a very reasonable price.

These solutions include MPEG2 encoding, PSIP generation and ATSC multiplexing,

along with Axcera's industry -leading ATSC exciters and transmitters, providing a

complete DTV solution. We even provide a seamless upgrade path to ATSC M/H

Mobile DTV, preparing your station for the future.

To find out how to convert your LPTV station to digital transmission, visit:

www.axcera.com/Iptv-dtv-conversion

Call Us Today at 1-800-215-2614 or Email info@axcera.com to Learn More!
www.axcera.com

rig%ibccera.
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Atem Echolab K2 Summit/K2

Dyno=',;.;
wmmwomower. WW1 1.1

all=MUZ211 t

Features of the 1 M/E 3Gb/s 1080p/60
production switcher include four up-
stream and two downstream keyers, as
well as Echolab's SuperSource crosspoint
and Stinger transitions; this makes it pos-
sible to build a composition of as many
as 11 layers; offers 10 mixed -format in-
puts with built-in synchronization and
scaling so that every input accepts SD or
HD signals.

978-715-1020; www.echolab.com

STINGRAY
ESR-UDP series ERI
Dual polarized broadband UHF panel
antenna features corrosion -resistant
construction and custom -designed an-
tenna support structures; modular con-
struction facilitates ease of installation
and custom modification; offers wide ra-
diating slots and a completely enclosed,
pressurized, internal feed system.
812-925-6000; www.eriinc.com

IntelliTrak Evertz
Lip sync analysis technology measures
the lip sync error between the audio and
video by analyzing the content in real
time; does not introduce any type of
watermarking or flag insertion into the
stream; designed for on -air use; works
with all types of audio and video signals.
877-995-3700; www.evertz.com

IP-9500 4.0 Fujitsu

111111111111,
MPEG-4 AVC encoder enables the si-
multaneous transmission of HD signals
using 4:2:0 and 4:2:2 chroma subsam-
pling, allowing broadcasters to efficient-
ly use either format based on their exist-
ing infrastructures; integrates a process
for maintaining nondegraded 4:2:0
chroma resolution to preserve picture
quality throughout the entire commu-
nications link.
408-746-7000; www.fujitsu.com

Grass Valley

K2 Dyno replay controller, coup ed with
the K2 Summit production client, is

designed to help sports producers and
other professionals capture live events
and instantly replay HD content at vari-
able speeds.

530-478-3000; www.g ra ssva II ey.com

Kayenne

DVB-1700

OK

BroadcastEngineering

2 () 9

J7 Broadcast

LCD monitor is able to monitor and de-
code both MPEG-2 and MPEG-4 streams;
provides a high -resolution display of the
compressed DVB-ASI stream.

408-782-9514
www.j7broadcast.com

Grass Valley GY-HIVI700

Production switcher family offers up
to 96 inputs and 48 outputs in a single
frame; offers from 1.5 to 4.5 mix effects;
features six keyers per M/E and 20 chan-
nels of DPM, including a four -channel
eDPM with two combiner outputs.
530-478-3000; www.g rassva II ey.com

Maxiva
Transmitter range con-
sistes of two product
families: the Maxiva ULX
series of liquid -cooled
transmitters for high -

power UHF applications
and the Maxiva UAX
series of air-cooled, solid-
state transmitters for low -
power UHF transmission.
800-231-9673
www.broadcast.harris.com

Harris

A -

I-asigN Hi Tech Systems

Software configures the asigN control
panels, which can be connected to a wide
range of equipment to provide push-
button switch control as an alternative to
computer keyboards and mice.
+44 1256 780880
www.hitechsys.co.uk

;vp
JVC

Compact, shoulder -mounted HD cam-
corder records directly to inexpensive
SDHC memory cards in the QuickTime
format for Final Cut Pro, and optionally
to SxS media compatible with Sony's XD -
CAM EX format.

973-317-5000; www.jvc.com/pro

1x1 Bi-Color
Soft, high output
light uses both
3200°K and 5600°K
LEDs in a single
housing; lets users
quickly dial up any
color as well as ad-
just color tempera-
ture instantly.
818-752-7009
www.litepanels.com

Litepanels

Yellobrik SPG
1707 LYNX Technik

Portable sync generator features genlock
with full cross lock capability; provides
three HDTV tri-level sync outputs as well
as three SDTV bi-level sync outputs; sup-
ports all SD, HD and composite (PAL/
NTSC) video formats.

661-251-8600
www.lynx-technik.com
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Innovation from
- Bel and Snell & Wilcox

snellgroup.com snail

Pro -Bel and Snell & Wilcox have joined forces
and created a new company to better serve
the needs of the digital mediamarket. The
combination of Pro -Bel and Snell & Wilcox
brings together hundreds of talented staff,
and promises to deliver a new level of
innovaion, integrated solutions and service
to customers worldwide.

 Routing
 Modular Infrastructure

 Conversion & Restoration  ALLomation & Media Management

 Production & tvaster Control Switching  Control & Monitoring
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Ka leido-X1 6
Miranda

Ultra -quiet IRU multiviewer has 16 video
inputs, two multiviewer outputs and an
integrated 16 x 2 router; can be used with
3Gbps/HD/SD and analog video; provides
3-D stereoscopic monitoring with signals
that conform to SMPTE-372M or SMPTE-
425M Level B.

514-333-1772; www.miranda.com

BXX-14 Neutrik
With the standard XX-Series XLR con-
nector providing for cable diameters
of 3mm to 8mm maximum, the BXX-
14 XLR bushing and chuck -style strain
relief provide for today's use of larger
cable diameters.
732-901-9488; www.neutrik.com

MediaDeck GX Omneon

Channel playout solution combines vid-
eo server playout, graphics and advanced
audio processing, operating under the
control of an automation system; seam-
lessly unites three key components of a
typical channel chain: the MediaDeck
transmission platform, a branding and
master control module, and template -
based graphics software.
408-585-5000; www.omneon.com

OTM 1000 OmniTek

4111111111-M111\
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Waveform monitor and signal generator
is compatible with all single- and dual -
link SDI formats at 270Mb/s, 1.5Gb/s
and 3Gb/s; contains an optional physical
layer analysis package, providing jitter
measurements and a production eye dia-
gram display for 3Gb/s signals.
+44 125 634 5900; www.omnitektv

AG-HPX300 Panasonic HSC300

Low -profile, shoulder -mounted HD
camcorder records to P2 solid-state me-
dia; features individual -frame AVC-Intra
recording and variable frame rates; relies
on three 1/3M, 2.2-megapixel MOS im-
age sensors.

201-392-4127; www.panasonic.com

SxE Phabrix

Handheld test and measurement instru-
ment contains a generator, analyzer and
monitor with support for 3G -SDI, HD -
SDI and SD -SDI; displays eye and jitter
diagrams with filter selection for tim-
ing and alignment measurements on its
4.3in 16:9 color TFT screen.
+44 1635 255494; www.phabrix.com

Decimator -Quad
Redbyte Design

Mini 3G/HD/SD-SDI four -to -one quad
split or downconverter with four -to -one
input multiplexer offers a choice of either
an NTSC or PAL output, linked SD -SDI
and composite outputs, and four 3G/HD/
SD -SDI inputs with auto -detection.
949-597-1053
www.redbytedesign.com

Mach HL Snell

Compact HD/SD motion -compensated
standards converter is equipped with up/
down/crossconversion and synchroniza-
tion capabilities; packages the company's
motion -compensated standards conver-
sion in an entry-level product that lets
broadcasters make a smooth transition to
HD transmission.
81B-556-2616; www.snellgroup.com

Sony

HD studio camera is compatible with
Sony's existing large lens adaptors; can be
used with triax cable runs of up to 1300m;
features a 2/3in Power HAD FX CCD with
2.2 million pixels; switchable between
1080i and 720p 50/60Hz, with 525i and
625 SD modes available from the camera
head and CCU.
201-930-7330
www.sony.com/professional

Pipeline HD Dual Telestream

Two -channel hardware encoder cap-
tures HD video from SDI tape or live
sources and encodes it in real time to
HD editing formats, including Avid
DNxHD, Panasonic DVCPRO HD and
Apple ProRes 422.
530-470-1300; www.telestream.net

VuLink VL3013 Vu IQ

1111111111W

Wireless uncompressed video link elimi-
nates the need for a cable connection for
video transport with no compression or
coding of the video stream; transparts-
uncompressed HD video up to 100m at
1.485Gb/s.

949-226-8482; www.vubiq.com

AMP 1-16 seriet, Wohler

Out -of -the -box 3G audio management
and monitoring system manages, moni-
tors and meters up to 16 channels of
audio simultaneously; features include
a proprietary loudness metering system,
and live mute and solo modes.
510-870-0810; vvww.wohler.com

For expanaed Pick Hits coverage, visit our Web site at www.broadcastengineering.cogr
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Nugget HD/SD Video MPEG2 Player
for Theme Parks, Museums & Special Venues

NUGGET HO / SO VIDEO
MPEG2 PLAYER
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 1,0;

 LAN
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DoremiAM Software Transfers Computer Video Files to Nugget's Internal Hard Drive via Gigabit Ethernet

SEE YOU AT INFOCOMM '09 - BOOTH #3132
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www.doremilabs.com
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TECHNOLOGYSEMINAR
Audio highlights
There were plenty of new digital products at NAB.
BY COI LIN I AJOIF, ASSOCIATE EDITOR

It was clear by the attendance in
the North Hall, where many of
the audio companies resided,
that audio definitely was not

playing second string to other tech-
nologies at this year's NAB Show.

DTV-ready monitoring
Continuing the DTV transition,

many companies showed new or
updated audio monitoring systems.
Wohler Technologies introduced
the AMP2-16-3G, an audio moni-
tor that displays up to 16 channels
of embedded audio within a single
3Gb/s signal. It permits near -field

Wohler AMP2-16-3G

monitoring for any mix of stereo
and mono sources in a 2RU package
and supports demuxed outputs of
eight AES pairs on BNC connectors,
as well as a reclocked loop output of
the 3Gb/s signal.

TSL unveiled its PAM1-3G8, a
compact, multichannel Dolby D/E
monitor. The 1RU unit supports all
standards up to and including 1080p

60Hz and enables comprehensive
monitoring of discrete 5.1 or Dolby
encoded audio. The front panel fea-
tures bar graphs for loudness, plus
Dolby metadata information. It has
internal loudspeakers, stereo down -
mix capability and displays incom-
ing video.

For master control rooms, Studio
Technologies showed the 76DB/77B
surround monitoring systems,
which offer multisource selection,
dialnorm support, one -touch access
of stereo and mono downmix, chan-
nel solo and level adjustment. They
also provide both analog and digital
speaker outputs. The Model 76DB
Central Controller is rack -mount-
able and offers two surround (5.1)
and three stereo (two -channel) digi-
tal inputs that are compatible with
AES3 sources. The unit directly sup-
ports sample rates of up to 192kHz
and bit depth of up to 24.

Audio consoles
Calrec introduced the new Apollo,

which integrates an updated version
of its Bluefin technology, Bluefin2.
At 48kHz operation, Apollo pro-
vides up to 1020 channel -processing
paths, 128 program busses, 96 IFB/

track outputs and 48 auxiliaries. At
96kHz, it offers 510 channel -pro-
cessing paths, 64 program busses, 48
IFB/track outputs and 24 auxiliaries.
It also features OLED displays, touch
screens and light -emitting knobs, in
addition to an integrated Riedel Art-
ist intercom system.

Solid State Logic featured the C10
HD console, which offers many of the
benefits of the C100 HD but is de-
signed for smaller stations. The C10
HD integrates all DSP signal process-
ing and operating hardware into a
convection -cooled control surface.

Wheatstone introduced three new
consoles. For major market opera -

Wheatstone D-5.2

Lions, the D-5.2 accommodates up to
146 faders. For small and midmarket
stations, the D-8 surround -sound
console is a full -featured 30 -fader
mixer with touch -screen control. Fi-
nally, the company's D-16 is an up-
dated version of its D-12 with eight

With the LEVEL NAAC_JIC TM series designed for TV, IP,
Sat, Radio, OB and Studios, JOnger Audio allows every
day thousands of broadcasters to consistently control Peak
and Loudness, regardless of input levels, unattended,
100% sure
...and ITU BS1770 compliant !

New! Integrated 5.1 Suite
incl. Dolby® Processing! *4

See us next at IBC,
booth 9.E35!
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added aux sends, all sized for small
rooms and OB trucks.

Encoding
Harris showed the integration

of DTS Neural Surround UpMix,
DownMix, MultiMerge and Loud-

Junger Audio Level Viagic

ness Control options into its audio
and video processing products.

Ringer Audio showcased its Level
Magic technology, which provides a
fully integrated workflow for manag-

ing surround sound and Dolby coded
5.1 audio signals in production, in-
gest and playout environments. The
company also showed the C8086-8,
an eight -channel DSP card that in-
corporates a Dolby Metadata Gen-
erator option, which enables users to
verify, modify or generate metadata,
including dialnorm.

Dolby's new DP569 audio encoder
supports encoded bit ranges of 56kb/s
to 640kb/s and channel configurations
from mono to 5.1 channel surround
sound. The unit features selectable
sample rate converters on the inputs
and is capable of creating SMPTE
339M time stamp data bursts for sync
with downstream equipment. De-
signed for DTV and disc -authoring
applications, it supports all metadata
including the Dolby Digital Surround
EX flag that enables downstream con-
sumer AN receivers and decoders to
recognize the format.

Mics and wireless systems
Audio-Technica introduced the

BP896, a subminiature, omnidirec-
tional condenser lavalier measur-
ing only 2.5mm in diameter. It also
showed the BP4071L shotgun mic,
which provides greater directionali-
ty even though longer shotgun mics
typically become omnidirectional.

Wireless mics were in many
booths. Lectrosonics featured its
D4 digital wireless system, with a
four -channel point-to-point design
that operates in the ISM band of
902MHz-928MHz. The system has
both analog and digital I/Os and is
extremely portable. AKG showed its
DMS-700, which operates with two
frequency bands, each band provid-
ing a tuning range of up to 155MHz.
Sennheiser introduced the 2000 se-
ries, featuring Ethernet addressabil-
ity and integrated antenna splitting
for up to 16 channels. BE

Ele Looking for an alternative?

True VTR Replacement

Optimized for multiple audio -video feed recording and playback. XS server is the
most obvious alternative to VTR in today's studio production environment.

XS is a brand new 4 -channel video server based on the EVS unique loop recording
architecture. It is available in multiple SD/HD codec configurations including
native support of Avid DNxHD®, Apple ProRes422, and Panasonic DVCProHD,
and guarantees perfect integration with existing post -production infrastructures.

Based on its powerful dual networking capabilities (XNet[2] and Gigabit Ethernet),
XS makes recorded media instantly available across the production network for
simultaneous preview, rough editing, archiving, playback, or post -production.

XS gives you the power to perform.

Visit us at www.evs.tv
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TECHNOLOGYSEMINAR
New camera technology
Shooters can get higher quality at a lower cost.
BY ANGELA SNELL. ASSOCIATE EDITOR

When it comes to cam-
eras, today's broad-
casters are looking
for both cost-effective

and high -quality solutions. At NAB
2009, manufacturers provided plenty
of new products that meet both goals.

HD quality for less moola
Canon introduced the new

BU -50H, a turnkey HD lens -camera
system that features an indoor pan/tilt
head, a built-in 20X zoom lens and a
3CCD HD. The system offers control
of the pan -tilt head, lens functions
and key video adjustments. It out-
puts an uncompressed HD -SDI (or
SD -SDI) signal. Each SD (VBS) signal
and HD -SDI signal can be output si-
multaneously, enabling the HD -SDI
signal to be recorded while the SD
signal is used for monitoring. In addi-
tion, it features a genlock function for
video system synchronization.

Grass Valley announced the LDK
3000 camera designed for studios
and production facilities that need

to shoot high -quality HD, but are
on a tight budget. The series uses the
company's Xensium CMOS imag-
ers and is built on the same physical
platform and to the same standards
as the LDK 8000. The camera fea-
tures three 2.4 million pixel CMOS
imagers, allowing the camera to
switch between 1080i and 720p. A
low-cost option also enables users to
shoot film -style in 25p and 29.94p.
The LDK 3000 also uses an HD tri-
ax transmission system, permitting
about 0.75mi cable runs.

Ikegami showed its affordable, por-
table multiformat HD CMOS camera
supporting both 1080i/720p HD for-
mats, lower power consumption and
a reduced operating temperature. The
docking -style camera comes packaged
with the new CCU -890T camera -
control unit for triax connectivity.

Panasonic caught the attention of
NAB crowds - and Broadcast Engi-
neering's Pick Hit judges - with its
new 10 -bit, 4:2:2 HD AG-HPX300
camcorder. The 81b shoulder -mount

Panasonic AG-HPX300

camera records to P2 solid-state
cards. It relies on proprietary 1/3in
3-MOS sensors and features 10 stops
of dynamic range, interchangeable
lenses and the choice of AVC-Intra
100 and AVC-Intra 50 compression.
It also offers a 1/2in LCOS color
viewfinder, low power consumption
(18W with battery and light), and it
can capture individual frame images
in 100Mb/s DVCPRO HD quality.

Sony brought to NAB the new
HSC300 camera, which uses triax
cable, making it compatible with
current cable installations. The cam-
era is compatible with Sony's existing
large lens adaptors and can be used
with triax cable runs of up to 0.8mi.

Can It Be This Easy?
Quality Mobile Broadcasting

Yes! GuideBuilder Mobile allows broadcasters to introduce mobile ATSC services as an
extension of their current operations. Integrated mobile DTV metadata management
and generation enable transmission of required programming information to mobile
ATSC receivers, allowing viewers to select and view channels.

o Integrates smoothly with existing multiplexers, listing services, traffic systems,
and automation

e Supports centralized metadata generation for terrestrial and mobile broadcasting

4) Enables delivery and display of parental control data

O Allows GuideBuilder users to repurpose existing investment in information
and metadata management systems

GuideBar-

For more information contact sales@TriveniDigital.com

mem
DIGITAL.

www.TriveniDigital.com
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Sony HSC300

It features a 2/3in
Power HAD FX
CCD with 2.2 mil-
lion pixels and is
switchable between
1080i and 720p
50/60Hz, with 5.25i
and 625 SD modes
available from the

camera head and CCU. The camera offers comprehen-
sive image controls with wide dynamic range and a 14 -
bit A/D. The HSC300 was also a Broadcast Engineering
Pick Hit winner. (Turn to page 44 for a full listing of the
Pick Hit winners.)

With the growing trend in one -man -band journalism,
broadcasters are looking for inexpensive cameras that are
lightweight and easy to use. JVC unveiled its new compact
shoulder -mount pro-
fessional camcorder,
the GY-HM700. This
Pick Hit winner re-
cords directly to
SDHC memory cards
in the QuickTime
(.MOV) format and
optionally to SxS me-
dia. It allows instant
editing of recorded material without file conversion. Users
can drag video clips directly from the storage media onto
an NLE timeline. The unit provides two memory card
slots providing more than six hours of continuous HD
recording at 35Mb/s.

JVC GY-HM700

Low-cost lenses
Fujinon introduced the XA50X9.5BE-SM HD telephoto

lens designed to work with ENG-style 2/3in HD cameras.
The 451b lens features an integral camera supporter that
does not require additional camera gear to hold the lens.

The lens has 50X magnification and a 9.5mm-475mm
focal length, which can provide a tight shot at 100ft. A
remote -control 2X extender is standard. The maximum
relative aperture is 1.7 from 9.5mm to 311mm and only
2.6 at 475mm. The minimum object distance is 9.8ft, and
the lens features the company's Digi Power digital servo
control system. BE

Watch video from the NAB show floor
Check out video demos of new technology,
including some of the products reviewed here
Click on the Broadcast Engineering TV button
at www.broadcastengineering corn.

BroadcastEngineering
Tune in to the news

fischer
connectors

1053TM HDTV
Easy termination

Fast installation

Lower assembq labor costs

Cable assembly services
and training courses

Rugged, proven anc reliable

SMPTE 311 cable cc mpliant

No epoxy - no Dolist

Call 866.961.7926 today to speak
with a produc: specialist about
your application.

Helping you des'gn a better
interconnect solution

www.fischerronnectors.com

scherNINIEC TORS

Fischer Connectors, Inc.
1735 Founders Parkway
Alpharetta, GA 30009
Tel: 800.551.0121
Fax: 678 393 5401
mail@fischerconnectors corn
Visit us at NAB Booth #C9114
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TECHNOLOGYSEMINAR
ENG at NAB
IP connectivity sparks interest at the show.
BY PHIL KUR7. "ENG UPDATF" F-NFWSL FTTFR WRITFR

The NAB Show opened
this year about two -and -
a -half weeks after Sprint-
Nextel filed its latest up-

date with the FCC on the status
of 2GHz Broadcast Auxiliary Ser-
vice relocation. A major takeaway
from the filing was reflected on the
exhibition floor of the Las Vegas
Convention Center: The industry
is on the downhill side of the relo-
cation project.

That's not to say that a lot of
work doesn't still remain. However,
the net effect of having more than
50 percent of the 2GHz BAS licensees
in possession of the radios, control-
lers, antennas and other equipment
needed to complete the job is allow
ing both engineers and vendors to
focus on other newsgathering and
RF concerns.

Newsroom on the go
One such concern is extending

the reach of the newsroom to the
field, essentially transforming a re-
porter's laptop into just another ter-
minal on the newsroom's network.
Internet connectivity brings this
concept to life and, as an added bo-
nus, gives budget -conscious stations
a way to communicate with and
control technology in the vehicle,
thus reducing technical headcount
required in the field.

This concept isn't new. Broadcast
Microwave Services, Microwave Ra-
dio Communications and Nucomm
have shown ENG IP-connectivity
solutions for at least three years.
However, new this year was the
heightened interest by broadcast-
ers in ENG IP connectivity. As John
Payne IV, VP of engineering for
Nucomm and developer of the com-
pany's Messenger IP encapsulator/
decapsulator put it, "We might have

been a bit ahead of our time a few
years ago when we rolled this [Mes-
senger] out, but with the BAS proj-
ect winding down, we've seen a lot
of broadcasters beginning to recog-
nize the value of connecting via IP
with their ENG vehicles."

Besides highlighting Messenger,
Nucomm introduced its ProQ Low
Latency Audio Multiplexer designed
to work with the ProQ Receiver to

directional ENG gateway provides
IP connectivity over a variety of
wide area network paths, including
8VSB, WiMAX, EVDO and UMTS
for file transfer and remote con-
trol. The company also introduced
the MTX5000 ENG transmission
system, which combines SD/HD
encoding, software -definable multi -
mode modulator, IP encapsulation
and transport and remote control.

Status

ALARM 
VSB

CHAN 
\f,t1D10 

create a complete digital IFB. The
system can multiplex up to eight IFB
channels, requiring just 200kb/s of
the ATSC signal. Audio is encoded
with MPEG Layer 1 and Layer 2 au-
dio encoders, multiplexed with GPI,
Ethernet and RS232 signals and in-
serted into the transport stream.

RF Central introduced its new
Sky Definition HD Traffic Camera
System, a turnkey package combin-
ing a mountable Canon BU -45H
HD camera, handheld laptop run-
ning IP remote control software,
cables and an outside weatherized
cabinet with an HD RFX-CMT-II
2GHz transmitter.

Furthering its IP newsgathering
products, Vislink News and En-
tertainment, a new company that
brings together Advent Com-
munications, Link Research and
Microwave Radio Communications,
introduced the MRC AMG2100
Advanced Mobile Gateway. The bi-

Nucomm ProQ

Broadcast Microwave Services
introduced its new DiversaTracker
diversity tracking antenna system.
The system combines the compa-
ny's diversity DR6000 receiver with
a six -way antenna system, includ-
ing five panel antennas providing
360 -degree coverage and a high -
gain GPS-steered antenna. Avail-
able for both SD and HD links, the
antenna system is aimed at applica-
tions where it's necessary to track
a source, such as a blimp -mounted
camera and transmitter.

GMS introduced the Messenger
2 Decoder (M2D), rounding out its
M2T COFDM camera -back trans-
mitter system introduced last year.
The M2T relies on AVC H.264 en-
coding and data slicing to deliver
robust performance with no more
than 45ms latency. The new com-
panion demodulator fully supports
AVC H.264 and the company's data
slicing approach. BE
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Now you can broadcast
the best 3G results, too!

Introducing the all new Scan Do® HD with 3G -SDI.

Aocon Do ND

DVI-I to 3G/HD/SD-SDI Scan Converter
with DVI-I & Analog RGB Inputs and 3G -SDI Output Support
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When it comes to Scan Conversion, there is only
one brand to turn to. The brand that continues to
set the benchmark that all others are measured.

The award -winning Scan Do®, of course!

The all new Scan Do® HD converts your high -

resolution computer sources into a SMPTE standard

3G, HD or SD -SDI signal for broadcasting on air

or seamless integration into all of your content

distribution channels. Best of all, Scan Do® HD does

not require that you install any special software or

hardware on your computer. Simply plug it in, set

your resolution and your broadcasting the best

results... in 3G, HD or SD!

What else would you expect from a Scan Do?

Tune in to Scan Do® HD today at scandohd.tv
or call 631-273-0404 for more information.

CSIICommunications
Specialties, Inc.

commspecial.com
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Features at a glance:
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Now with
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and 3G

support!

Converts DVI-I (up to 1920x1200) to 3G/HD/SD SDI.

Advanced scaling algorithms and 10 bit processing
provide exceptionally clean and accurate broadcast
quality output.

Supports 3G SDI resollutions up to 1080p per SMPTE
424M-2006, HD SDI resolutions up to 1080i per
SMPTE 292 and SD SDI resolutions per SMPTE 259.

Genlock with full phasing control locks 3G/HD/SD SDI
output to tri-level sync or black burst.

Ethernet port enables firmware/GUI updates and
control via your facilities LAN or via the Internet.

Includes fiber optic output (SMPTE 292 and 297)
and two coaxial outputs (SMPTE 424, 292 and 259).

Complete set of Image processing controls and
built-in variable flicker reduction.

Zoom & Shrink horizontally and vertically while
maintaining the aspect ratio or set each
independently!

Precisely position your image horizontally
and vertically.

Quickly store and recall your favorite configurations
from the GUI or the front panel!

Learn more at scandohd.tv !

Scan Do is a registered trademark of Communications Specialties, Inc. CSI Logo and the triangle designs are trademarks of Communications Specialties, Inc.
02009 All Rights Reserved. Specifications subject to change without notice.



TECHNOLOGYSEMINAR
Pro LCD monitors
New technology provides more options.
BY ALDO CUGNINI, DTV CONSULTANT

Sony Electronics added two
new models to its line of
Trimaster LCD monitors
for critical evaluation and

broadcast video production. The
PVM-L2300 23in broadcast -grade
monitor is the newest entry in the
series, and the BVM-L170 17in pan-
el is Sony's second entry in its series

Sony PVM-L2300

of LCD master monitors for criti-
cal evaluation applications, join-
ing the BVM-L230 monitor already
used in film and video production.
Both monitors incorporate a 10 -bit
120Hz LCD panel, nonlinear cubic
conversion imaging technologies,
12 -bit signal processing engine, op-
tical feedback stability systems and
automatic calibration operation.

The PVM-L2300 monitor has
1920 x 1200 resolution and a 10 -bit
driver. It is designed for broadcast
and video production, capable of
reproducing images consistent with
its BVM-L series counterparts but at
a greatly reduced price. The only sig-
nificant difference from the BVM-L
series is the use of a cold cathode
fluorescent backlight system.

Both models support multiple col-
or standards, including SMPTE-C,
EBU and ITU-R BT.709. The BVM-
L170 also supports D -Cinema and
the expanded gamut color space of-
fered by Sony's F23 and F35 digital
cinematography cameras. The new
monitors accept multiple sources,

including video signals from analog
composite to Dual -Link HD -SDI,
PC signals from VGA to WUXGA
via DVI-D and HDMI interfaces for
the PVM-L2300 (VGA to full HD
for the BVM-L170.)

Panasonic Broadcast is making
the case that its new 25.5in BT-
LH2550 professional LCD monitor
offers performance comparable to
Sony's 23in BVM-L230 monitor,
but at a fraction of the price. A
side -by -side comparison of Pana-
sonic's monitor with Sony's BVM-
L230 in the Panasonic NAB booth
was quite compelling in its color
and contrast performance.

The BT-LH2550 multiformat
LCD production monitor features
an In -Plane Switching (IPS) panel
and full 1920 x 1200 HD resolu-
tion. The LH2550 offers a wide
color gamut, surpassing the ITU-R
BT.709 standard by 30 percent,
and also delivers high contrast and
brightness (1000:1 contrast ratio),
10 -bit processing and a wide 178 -
degree viewing angle. The monitor
features a full range of professional
level inputs, including two auto -
switching SDI (HD/SD) inputs
(with switched output), component

JVC GM -F

and RGB and adds a DVI-D input.
Additional tools include vector -
scope and waveform monitor func-
tions, a split-screen function that
simultaneously displays two images
side -by -side from two different type
video inputs and built-in calibration

software that allows the monitor to
be calibrated without using a PC.

JVC introduced the GM -F series
LCD HD displays that provide full
HD 1920 x 1080 pixel resolution,
enhanced motion sensor technolo-
gy, high contrast ratio and an ultra -
slim front bezel of 15mm (17mm
on the 52in model). In addition to
broadcast viewing applications, the
three new models - GM-F420S,
GM-F470S and GM-F520S - have
applications in security and control
room applications, digital signage
as well as in retail, hotel and public
exhibition areas.

LED arrives
Christie showed what it says is

the world's first LED -based SXGA+
and WUXGA resolution pro-
jection display system, purpose-
built for control room and video
wall applications.

The new Entero LED is an LED -
illuminated one -chip DLP product
line that features a "zero mainte-
nance" design. The LEDs are rated
at more than 50,000 hours, provid-
ing more than five years of opera-
tion. The projector features built-
in automatic brightness and color
management. It also has the ability
to automatically match color and
brightness for every cube, across
the entire display wall, on a con-
tinuous basis.

With 600 ANSI lumens of bright-
ness, the LED projection engine is
capable of illuminating Christie's
50in, 67in and 72in display cube
platforms. Also, these cube platforms
feature cross -prism optical screen
technology for high brightness and
wide angles of view. Sealed optics
eliminate the need for dust filters,
while heat pipe cooling technology
minimizes audible noise. BE
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Graphics systems
3D graphics were abundant at NAB.
BY SUSAN ANDERSON. MANAGING EDITOR

At the 2009 NAB Show,
several products were on
display that allow the cre-
ation of 3D graphics ele-

ments. Here are some hightlights.
Pixel Power demonstrated several

new products. Pete Challinger, the
company's CEO, said its new Brand -
Master branding switcher puts ad-
vanced broadcast graphics directly at
the point of transmission. This reduc-
es the complexity of the signal path
and streamlines the channel branding
process. The result is reduced equip-
ment, power consumption and total
cost required to deliver uniquely -
branded broadcast channels. The
system provides real-time 3D and
multichannel DVE, dynamic text and
live video from internal or external
sources and can be mapped to sophis-
ticated 3D models with keyframe ani-
mations. Pixel Power also showed its
Logo Vision, a graphics playout device.
With three models, the system can be
sized to fit a range of playout chan-
nels. The graphics capabilities include

multilayer static and animated logos,
clocks and text crawls. A full range of
options are available, including 2D
DVE, external key and fill input and
EAS functions.

Avid returned to NAB this year
showing CG/graphics systems with
new 3D capabilities and Version 5.2
of Deko 3000, an on -air graphics
package that supports the industry -
standard FBX and Collada formats.
It enables users to easily import and

Avid Deko 3000 Version 5.2

play back a broader range of 3D
models and animations from appli-
cations such as Autodesk 3ds Max,
Autodesk Softimage 7.5 and MAX -
ON CINEMA 4D. Now, users can
leverage existing skills and toolsets
without having to burden staff with
learning new 3D tools.

Users can import 3D models into
Deko and combine the models with
live and editable text and image lay-
ers, which automatically map to the
replaceable textures from the origi-
nal. The model maintains specialized
3D treatments for geometry, light-
ing and animation and plays out as
expected in the Deko environment.
Power Clips are mapped to 3D mod-
els, enabling high -end visual effects
like animated logos or headshots
without the need for costly third -
party support to get them on the air.

Chyron showed the latest addition
to its production graphics systems
- the HyperX3. The 2D/3D charac-
ter generator and graphics platform
is driven by the Lyric PRO 7 3D

4 \A /1=t I
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Road -ready Fiber Solution
Created by the company with over 30 years of experience,
the Mult1Dyne LiGHTBoX is designed for field portability,
and a rangeof signal functionality in harsh environments
and outdoor events. Ideal for ENG, sports and military
applications, the UGHTBoX, and the MultiCore LiGHTBoX,
can be linked via tactical fiber cable to another LIGHTBoX
or associated rack -mounted equipment.

Customizable Connectivity
The LiGHTBoX is fully customizable offering virtually any
signal transport. Choose your fiber connectivity - Neutrik,
Tyco Expanded Beam, ST, LC, SC, etc. and get the
configurationyou need, not the configuration in stock.

Features & Benefits
 Choose from the standard or MultiCore LiGHTBoX
 Standard UGHTBoX features:

 Two HD -SDI (1.5Gb or 3Gb)
 One bi-directional NTSC/PAL video
 Up to eight bi-directional 24 -bit audio option and
two intercom headset connections

 Ethernet and data channels
 MultiCore connectivity for JVC, Hitachi and

SONY cameras
AC operation with battery back-up
 Extremely rugged composite case

MultiDyne
Video & Fiber Optic Systems

Fiber Optics  Routing Switchers
Distribution Amplifiers  Test & ID Generators

creation and playback application.
The system includes an advanced
feature set of software designed for
the easy creation of 3D pie charts,
bar charts and financial charts. It al-
lows two channels of real-time HD
graphics to be played out together,
including full frame QuickTime and
AVI files.

Making its NAB debut was the
Harris Inscriber Connectus. The
graphics management solution al-
lows users to streamline and central-
ly manage their graphics workflow.
Media content can be published from
any system on a local or wide area
network, or across the Internet, giv-
ing operators complete control over
where and how resources are stored
and distributed. Once published to
a centralized graphics server, media
content can be manually retrieved
or scheduled to be pushed automati-
cally to specific locations throughout
the network.

Harris also showed the Inscriber
G7, a graphics system that simplifies
workflow while achieving high levels
of graphics quality. The G7 is capable
of producing up to two channels of
real-time 3D high -definition graph-
ics from a single 4RU system. It en-
ables integrated 2D and 3D DVE,
MOS integration, hardware- and
software -based clip playback and
video capture.

Systems solutions
Also on display at the show were

several systems solutions. Algolith
announced the launch of two new
products. The XVC-1001-UDC is
an up/down/crossconverter with
built-in SD/HD frame sync. The
combination UDC solution reduces
costs and simplifies workflow while
providing high -quality imagery
and aspect ratio settings. The card
supports active format descrip-
tor (AFD) signaling for automatic
management of aspect ratio and can
generate AFD packets based on the
aspect ratio settings.

The second new product is the
XVC-1011-UC upconverter. The card

provides SD -to -HD conversion plus
signal cleaning. It offers advanced
motion -adaptive deinterlacing, an-
tialiasing filter, cadence correction
and per pixel deinterlacing. Users
can automatically delay all 16 chan-
nels of embedded audio to maintain
lip sync while also processing closed -
caption and time -code information.

Algolith has a unique approach to
productizing. Called the One Card,
One Price, More Choices program,
customers can purchase any card
solution today and then later recon-
figure that same card into a totally
different product - at no additional
cost. How's that for flexibility?

AXON introduced 30 new mod-
ules for 11 different applications in
the company's Synapse line. Most
modules can be upgraded to HD
3Gb/s. The SD and HD/SD versions
can be upgraded to handle 3Gb/s sig-
nals, making them the ideal solution
for broadcast facilities that want to be
prepared for future 1080p operation.
The new modules consist of 3Gb/s-
capable keyers, frame synchronizers,
dual -channel upconverters and dual -
channel crossconverters.

Also shown was the AXON
TRACS compliance recording sys-
tem. This eight -input 1RU device
encodes all inputs to MPEG-2 or
MPEG-4 for storage via FTP on
third -party servers. The system can
monitor live and in real time, in-
cluding video, audio, Teletext and
closed -captioning content, across
an entire network. Search and play -
out functions are easy to use.

The company also announced
a dual AES/EBU backup switcher
with integrity checking. The 2AI48
contains two completely individual
paths with main and backup inputs.
Automatic backup can be triggered
by an ACP or separate loss of input,
audio silence, clipping or CRC er-
rors. The switcher operates with a
48kHz sample clock locked to B&B
ref or word clock ref, provides ad-
justable audio gain and phase con-
trol with adjustable audio delay of
up to 1300ms in lms increments. BE
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0 ptical fiber has become the transmission
medium of choice for most communica-
tions networks primarily because of its
advantages over other communications

media in bandwidth and distance capability. But for
many applications, fiber has other characteristics that
make it the best choice. It is immune to electromag-
netic radiation, so it's used in noisy electrical envi-
ronments. Fiber-optic cables are very small, making it
easy to run cables in restricted areas, for example, in
historic buildings or across streets and sidewalks.

Fiber has other characteristics that allow it to be
tailored to specific applications. It can be used with
different types of light sources for various applica-
tions, allowing the use of inexpensive LEDs or ver-
tical -cavity surface -emitting laser (VCSEL) for short
links or more expensive, higher -powered lasers for
long-distance links. Many users don't realize that fi-
ber can carry either analog or digital signals and that
many video links, wireless antenna systems and hy-
brid fiber -coax (HFC) CATV systems are actually an-
alog. Digital transmission, of course, is more efficient,
allowing easy multiplexing of many signals over one
pair of optical fibers.

How fiber-optic systems work
How does fiber transmit signals? To start, it's use-

ful to understand how an optical fiber transmits light.
The fiber has two parts: the core, which carries the
light; and the cladding, which is made of a differ-
ent optical material that traps light in the core by a
process called total internal reflection. (See Figure 1.)
Attenuation of the light inside the core is caused by
scattering and absorption.

The attenuation of the light is a function of the
color or wavelength of the light. Most fiber-optic sys-
tems operate in the infrared where the attenuation of

Light rays

Core

Total internal reflection

Cladding

Figure 1. An example of total internal reflection
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ADVERTISEMENT

A closer look
Fiber signal distribution at the Emmy-awarded Red Bull Air Race

The Red Bull Air Race World Championship
is an outstanding motorsports production
providing both a live event for hundreds of
thousands of spectators and a thrilling HD

broadcast production, which is broadcast in more than
60 countries. In recognition of the "Outstanding Techni-
cal Team Remote the Red Bull Air Race World Cham-
pionship received a Sports Emmy Award from the Na-
tional Academy of Televi-
sion Arts & Sciences at this
year's Emmy Awards.

The demands on the
technical infrastructure of
such a production, which
includes the setup of a
mobile airport including
a control tower, are enor-
mous. The signal back-
bone infrastructure for
video, audio, communica-
tions and data of such a
production plays a key role, because it directly
affects all other areas of the production. Since
the 2009 season, this infrastructure is based on
MediorNet, a new fiber signal transport solu-
tion that includes routing and signal processing.
MediorNet was officially introduced by Riedel
Communications at this year's NAB. Riedel Commu-
nications' rental division, being the largest technical
supplier of the Red Bull Air Race, already switched the
fiber backbone of the Air Race production onto Me-
diorNet prior to the product's official launch in April.

MediorNet is a new fiber -based network solution
that pushes fiber signal transport beyond simple
point-to-point links by offering a real network solu-
tion. In addition to signal transport, the system al-
lows routing of any incoming signal to any output or
even to multiple outputs. This can be achieved by just
a mouse click in the configuration software or, even
more conveniently, by a router control system.

The communications and video signal infrastructure of
the Air Race production usually covers large areas. Video
signals are needed at several locations for various appli-
cations, such as broadcast production, race control and
video wall production. Therefore, MediorNet's network
approach, which is capable of point-to-point and multi -

point routing, is the ideal basis for such applications.
Time is a crucial factor for setup of the event instal-

lation and has a direct effect on the pro-
duction costs. MediorNet's integration of
various cabling infrastructures, such as
video, audio and data into one network,
significantly reduces time and effort in in-
stallation. Besides time, weight is another
relevant issue for the Red Bull Air Race.
With races in 10 different countries around
the globe, the reduction in weight through
the use of fiber instead of copper cables

translates directly into
lower transportation
costs. In addition,
MediorNet's onboard
signal processing and
conversion also result
in less transportation
costs because it elimi-
nates the need for var-

ious external devices such as upscalers and downscalers
or multiviewers. All these features within MediorNet are
software -based, so they can easily be expanded in the fu-
ture without any changes to the hardware.

MediorNet mainframes are connected via Link
Cards, which go directly into the mainframe. They're
available with and without integrated CWDM mul-
tiplexing, providing a bandwidth of up to 76.5GB/s on
a single fiber link. MediorNet's standard fiber transceiv-
ers have an optical budget of 18dB minimum, allowing
for distances of up to 25 miles (401(m). The Link Cards
can also include external optical signals and transport
them transparently through the system. 

How does MediorNet work?
MediorNet provides an innovative combination of electrical TDM multi 7

plexing and optical CWDM multiplexing. Each MediorNet frame cont
a processing card, which handles 16 4.25GB/s high-speed ports. So each carrier
frame within MediorNet is 4.25GB/s. To optimize the bandwidth usage of the car-
rier frame, MediorNet divides the carrier into subframes with 6.1MB/s bandwidth,
which correspond to the smallest signal to transport: AES3 audio. The subframes
can be filled with any type of video and audio signal or control data. Each native signal is sliced into 6.1MB/s seg-
ments. MediorNet transports these slices to one or multiple destinations in real time. At the destination, MediorNet
recreates the native signal and provides additional software -based signal processing and conversion features. The pro-
cessing card allows the individual routing of all native signals within the 16 4.25GB/s ports, resulting in a router for 32
x 32 720p/1080i signals, 184 x 184 SD -SDI signals, 27,000 x 27,000 AES signals or any combination of these. glib



high fiber count cables, up to 2000 fibers or more,
align the fibers into ribbons to provide the maximum
number of fibers in a small cable.

All outdoor cables have dry powder or gel filling to
prevent moisture damage. Outdoor cable construc-
tion is designed for the individual installation, with
attention paid to how the cable is being installed, for
example, pulled into conduit underground, direct -
buried by plowing -in, installed aerially or even under

SC, ST and LC connectors

water. Constructions include strength members for
pulling the cable under tension or hanging it on poles
and may include armor to prevent damage by rodents
or rocky soil.

Premises cables are all required to have jackets that
are flame-retardant to prevent spreading fires or emit-
ting toxic fumes. Because premises cables do not need
to withstand harsh outdoor environments, they are
smaller and lighter. Just be certain that the flammabil-
ity rating is appropriate for the intended installation.

Termination: Connectors and splices
Cables are terminated with connectors that al-

low ties to other cables or transmission equipment.
Splices are generally used for permanent connec-
tions, either concatenating cables on long outdoor
runs or splicing pigtails on single -mode fibers for
termination.

Most systems today use one of three connector
types: SC, a snap -in connector with a 2.5mm ferrule;
ST, a bayonet locking connector with a 2.5mm fer-
rule; or LC, a tiny snap -in connector with a 1.25mm
ferrule. All provide similar performance in loss and
reflectance with a physical -contact (PC) ferrule fin-
ish, but the SC and LC are available with an angle -
polished ferrule (called SC/APC or LC/APC) that
minimizes reflectance for extremely high-speed or
analog video on SM fiber. Connectors can be installed
in the field by attaching to the fiber with adhesives
and polishing the ends, or using prepolished connec-
tors that are spliced onto the fibers.

Splicing can be done by fusing or welding fibers
together (fusion splicing) or aligning and crimping
fibers in a holder (mechanical splicing.) Fusion splic-
ing is cheaper when making lots of splices, has bet-
ter performance and is used almost exclusively with
single -mode outdoor cables, but requires expensive

tools (fusion splicer and cleaver). Mechanical splices
are more expensive per splice, have poorer perfor-
mance, but require only inexpensive tooling.

Installation
Installing fiber-optic cables is no harder than any

other cable, as long as the installer has been properly
trained. Fiber-optic cable plants use hardware (cable
trays, conduit, patch panels, etc.) similar to - and

sometimes identical to - that used with copper ca-
bling, but the variety is so large that it is important
to consult with the cable manufacturer to under-
stand all the choices.

After installation, all fibers in all cables must be
tested with a light source and power meter for loss to
confirm proper installation. Longer runs and spliced
cables require testing with an optical time -domain
reflectometer (OTDR), a fiber-optic radar, to verify
splices and ensure that no damage is done to the
cable during installation.

Documentation
The most important part of any fiber-optic cable

plant design and installation is proper documen-
tation. Documentation provides the information
needed to buy components, install the cables, verify
proper installation and provide the data needed in
case it is ever necessary to repair damage to the cables.
Contractors and installers must be given documenta-
tion so they know what to install and what defines
the quality of the installation. No project should ever
be started unless documentation is properly prepared
and updated every step of the way.

Additional information on fiber optics can be found
in the Online Reference Guide from The Fiber Optic
Association, the professional society of fiber optics, at
www.thefoa.org/tech/ref/.

Jim Hayes is author of "The Fiber Optic Technicians Manual" and
co-author of "Data, Voice and Video Cabling." He currently serves as
president of The Fiber Optic Association.



optical fiber is lower, primarily at 850nm, 1300nm or
1550nm where the light is invisible to the human eye.
Some fiber-optic systems have enough power to be
harmful to the eye, but because the light is invisible,
you won't know until it's too late. Never look into a
fiber unless it's been checked with a power meter to
ensure no light is present.

Secondly, a fiber-optic transmitter converts an
electrical signal, analog or digital, to an optical sig-
nal. Digital pulses from connected electronics are
converted to pulses of light from an LED or laser

cause overloading and distortion (just like speakers),
so the BER goes up quickly. (See Figure 3.)

The receiver power must be just right, which is a

function of the transmitter power, the loss in the fiber-
optic cables and the sensitivity of the receiver. Manu-
facturers design data links using particular transmit-
ter/receiver pairs that can operate over a range of
optical power, and those particular devices determine
the required characteristics of the cable plant.

To understand this, optical power needs to be defined.
Optical power is like voltage in electronics, except it's

Copper

Electrical 0 Optical

4 ef Fiber

Optical 0 Electrical

4 4 4 -
Copper

Figure 2. Fiber-optic data link

and coupled into the fiber. Analog electronic signal
inputs are used to modulate a light source to mimic
the electronic input and likewise can be coupled into
the fiber. At the far end, a photodiode converts the in-
coming optical signal to an electrical signal, amplifies
it and then presents it to the system electronics.

Simplex signals such as security camera outputs or
connections to digital speakers require only one fiber,
but duplex links, like most communications links, gen-
erally use two fibers carrying signals in opposite direc-
tions. It's possible to use only one fiber, but the compo-
nents needed to create a bidirectional link are generally
more costly than using two fibers. (See Figure 2.)

The quality of the transmission over a fiber-optic
link is generally determined by how much signal is re-
ceived by the detector in the receiver. With digital sig-

A

Operating range

Receiver power

Figure 3.Too much power at a receiver causes
overloading and distortion, and the BER goes
up quickly.

nals, we speak of bit error rate (BER) but it's just the
inverse of the well-known analog signal to noise ratio
(SNR.) The BER is low or SNR high (both good) when
the receiver has the proper amount of optical power. If
there is too little receiver power, the SNR is low or BER
is high because the noise is high compared with the
incoming signal. Too much power at the receiver will

measured in decibals (dB), like sound. Optical power
is a logarithmic function; a change of 10dB is a fac-
tor of 10, 20dB is a factor of 100, etc. Absolute optical
power is measured in dBm or dB referenced to 1mW.
Optical loss or attenuation is measured in dB, a relative
measurement.

The difference in the transmitter output and the
receiver sensitivity is the dynamic range of the link,
which is called the link loss budget. These are impor-
tant specifications for any fiber-optic transmitter/re-
ceiver pairs or complete data links.

For example, a laser transmitter with OdBm out-
put and a receiver with a sensitivity range of -10dBm
(overload) to -30dBm (minimum for useful SNR or
BER) has an operating range of 10dB to 30dB loss in
the fiber-optic cable plant. That is, it must have the
transmitter attenuated by at least 10dB to not over-
load the receiver but not more than 30dB so that the
SNR is high enough at the receiver. In this example, if
the fiber-optic cable plant has less than 10dB loss, it
will be necessary to add an attenuator at the receiver
to reduce the power. If the loss in the cable plant is
more than 30dB, a more powerful transmitter, more
sensitive receiver or lower loss cable plant is needed.

With this knowledge, the engineer can start select-
ing a transmission system for his or her needs. If de-
signing his or her own equipment, the engineer will
choose transmitters and receivers. If purchasing sys-
tems or equipment, he or she may choose modules
that convert the current electrical signals into optical
signals (called media converters) or turnkey systems.
Either way, the hardware decision will be based on
communications needs: analog or digital, signal types
(Ethernet, audio, video, etc.), bandwidth and distance
of the link.

Choosing the right fiber
Just like copper cables, fiber comes in types opti-

mized for the application. There are three basic types



of fibers: multimode step -index, multimode grad-
ed -index and single mode. (See Figure 4.) Within
each basic type are different grades of fiber.

Multimode step -index has the highest attenua-
tion and lowest bandwidth, making it appropri-
ate for shorter, slower links. The most widely used

Multimode, step -index

Multimode, graded index

Single mode

Figure 4. Fiber types

multimode step -index fiber is plastic optical fiber
(POP), which is the fiber of choice for industrial ro-
bots, consumer electronics and the entertainment
systems in millions of automobiles. The capability
of POF is similar to that of Cat 5 UTP, and the cost
is about the same too.

Most premises cabling systems, like LANs and
security cameras, use all -glass multimode graded-

index fiber. The graded -index glass core of this fiber
gives it hundreds of times more bandwidth than
POF and much lower attenuation. There are three
common varieties of this fiber, distinguished ny the

diameter of the core and the bandwidth. All these
fibers have an outside diameter of the glass fiber of
125 microns (about .0005in, slightly larger than a

human hair). Core sizes are either 62.5 microns or
50 microns, so the industry calls them 62.5/125 or
50/125 fiber.

For most of 20 years, 62.5/125 multimode grad-
ed -index fiber (now called 0M1 fiber) was the mos:
widely used. It worked well with the inexpensive
LED sources used for premises links and had ad-
equate bandwidth for networks with speeds up to
200Mb/s. such as Fasr_ Ethernet. When Gigabit Eth-
ernet was introduced, LED sources were too slow, so
a new laser called a VCSEL .vas used.

The limited bandwidth of 62.5/125 fiber brought
back an older fiber design, originally used for early
telephone systems that offered better performance
with lasers, called 50/125 fiber (now called 0M2
fiber). Fiber manufacturers soon introduced a new
50/125 fiber optimized for lasers with even higher
bandwidth (called 0M3 fiher).

While there is still plenty of 62.5/125 fiber in use,
new installations are more ikely to use 50/125 fiber,
especially the higher bandwidth laser -optimized
0M3 version. The slightly h_gher cost is easy to justify
for most applications because of its upgradeability.

Very high-speed (>10Gb/s) or long-distance
(>1km-2km) links use single -mode fiber, which has
very low attenuation and virtually unlimited band-
width. However, the _aser sources needed for single -

mode fiber are more expensive, making single -mode
links too expensive for shor:er or slower applications.

Cable choices
Cables are designed to protect the fibers from

damage by moisture or other harm in the environ-
ment in which it is installed. Most outdoor cables
are loose -tube construction, where fibers are en-
cased in small plastic tubes inside the cable. Very

Fiber-optic cable types, from left to right: zipcord, distribution, loose tube aNd breakout
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KTVU-TV provides news to Oakland,
San Franciscc and San Jose, CA, through

"`' the use of a GiassValley Ignite automation
system.

Using studio
automation

BY GAYLE GALVEZ

A director compares the
Grass Valley Ignite,

Ross Video OverDrive
and Sony ELC.

It is an interesting time to be in lo-
cal news. I remember an old-tim-
er telling me more than 15 years
ago, "Just you watch: TV will be

going the way of radio?' Many years
ago, it took a whole crew to create a ra-
dio program. Now that's not the case:
With broadcast automation, that old-
timer's statement is becoming a reality.
Production automation is basically a
system created to automate and facili-
tate the execution of a show, such as a
newscast. What used to take a team of
people can now be performed by a few
people or even an individual.

There are three companies (as of
the writing of this article) that have
created an automated production
system: Grass Valley Group's Ignite
system, Ross Video's OverDrive and
Sony's ELC (Enhanced Live -produc-

tion Control system). I direct with
both the Ignite and the OverDrive
systems, and am familiar with the
ELC. The steps of automation are the
same in all three: training and setup,
coding, and execution.

Training and setup
To keep the language clear, let's call

a show element an event. In a tradi-
tional control room, the director calls
each event, and the crew creates that
event on the fly. With automation
- because there is little to no crew
- each event has to be premade so it
is available to be recalled for a show.
Automation systems do not come
with premade events; users need to
build and customize their own events.
Ignite has a type of event called a TMX,
OverDrive calls an event a Template,

and ELC calls it a Cue. I like analo-
gies; they can make the comparison
of complicated concepts more man-
ageable. Let's use a pizza analogy to
demonstrate the differences between
a TMX, Templates and Cues, where an
event is like a pizza. Building a TMX
is like making a pizza with the type of
dough, crust, sauce, cheese (the base),
and all the toppings you want on it,
and then putting it in the refrigerator
ready to cook. When building a Tem-
plate, you only make the base and put
it in the refrigerator. It is only before
you're ready to code that you put on
the toppings. What are the toppings?
The toppings are devices with mul-
tiple settings, namely camera shots
and audio. With Cues, you make the
whole pizza, but you can change the
toppings and the base.

Let's use the example of a dissolve
to camera three on a two shot with
anchor mics. When building a TMX
or a Cue, the event will include the
transition, the dissolve to camera
three, camera three set to a two shot,
and the anchor mics will open. When
building a Template, you build a cam-
era three Template. Everything but
the transition is determined during
the coding process.

Coding
In order to prepare a show, the direc-

tor first codes the show. Coding enables
the system to create a list of events in
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the correct order. Coding with Over-

Drive or ELC involves, on the whole,
dragging and dropping. Coding with
Ignite involves typing. ELC and Over -
Drive require coding at the script level.
From the rundown, you open the story
displaying the script.

For OverDrive, a plug-in tool is
opened displaying a list of numbered
picons (picture icons for identifica-
tion). Picons are square images with
a few descriptive words associated to
a specific Template. The desired pi -
con - in this case the camera three
picon - is dragged and dropped into
the script. The picon is replaced by two
elements in the script: A grommet (a
small character of text) appears on the
right side of the script, and a MOS ID
along with other information appears
on the left.

Returning to the pizza analogy, this
is where the toppings are added. The
camera three Template is modified
to include the two -shot camera set-
ting, along with the desired mics and/
or music. Coding for the ELC is simi-
lar: opening a plug-in tool, and then
dragging and dropping a Cue into the
script. However, if the Cue has a wrong
element (i.e. a wrong mic) you can edit
it, or any element of the Cue, for that
specific story. No other cues will be
affected. When using Ignite, a show

is coded at the rundown
level. Codes are placed
in a specific column of
the rundown. Using the
same example (a dis-
solve to a two shot on
camera three) you could
type "d2-3," "d2shot3" or
"dissolve2-3" depending
what you decide will be
the code. There can be multiple codes
for the same event. This would be
analogous to having multiple names
for the same type of pizza. Duplication
may result in thousands of codes. For
all three systems, the refrigerator has
limited space. A benefit of not hav-
ing totally finished pizzas is that fewer
pizzas are stored, and because there
are fewer pizzas, it is easier to find the
right pizza.

Master rundowns can be precoded
with reoccurring events, reducing
coding time. If the same event occurs
at different times in the show, you
can copy a grommet or copy the code
and paste it in the script or rundown
as often as the event occurs. This can
speed up the coding process. But cod-
ing at the script level has a drawback:
You must look inside each script to
see if the story has been coded. Other
users such as a writer or producer
may accidentally erase or add grom-

Ross Video's OverDrive automation classifies each
event as a Template.

mets. Hidden codes in blank lines of
the rundown might go undetected.
When coding at the rundown level,
you can see at a glance if each story
was coded, and codes are less likely to
be changed by others.

Execution
A playlist is a list of events. ELC

and OverDrive have a vertical playlist.
The on -air event is shaded one color
with the next event in another. Ignite
has both vertical and horizontal play -
lists. The horizontal playlist displays
the TMXs. Your place in the playlist
is marked by a vertical line, where the
next event is located to the right of
the vertical line.

Keys on a regular keyboard are
used to perform a show with Over -
Drive. Transitions such as a cut, dis-
solve, or any transition listed from a
drop -down window, can be chosen
on the fly. Lower thirds are added and

Broadcasters who need the best, turn to Floricn
Florical's extensive customer base includes high profile cable networks, network
owned and operated stations, individual networks affiliates, PBS stations and
more. Find out why Florical dominates the top 4 markets in the country with
loyal customers in markets 1 to 172.

Best On -air Performance
Best Asset Management

Best Features

Best Value

0.101101,

r"" :LORIUHEL
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www.florical.com 352.372.8326
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Sony's ELC automation system names events Cues.

removed by hitting an assigned key
on a keyboard. Because transitions
are determined at the coding level
when using Ignite, you can hit a single
button to play each event. There are
many options to play an event: You
can step on a foot pedal, click a virtual
or physical button or hit alt+spacebar.
Lower thirds are added by clicking on
a virtual button on the virtual switch-
er or hitting a customized physical
button. Transitions are also built into
Cues so an event is played by hitting
a physical button. When changes are
made with ample time to recode, the
OverDrive or ELC playlists update as

soon as the cursor
is off the storyline
in the rundown.
However, once an
event is in preset,
the event will not
update. With Ignite,
you must wait for

an indicator button to light, indicat-
ing a change. Hitting that same but-
ton updates the playlist. Both update
situations have their advantages.

A main concern when switching
to an automated system is breaking
news. But what is breaking news? It's
an unexpected added story. All sys-
tems can quickly add new events as
fast as hitting a button. By design,
there are buttons customized spe-
cifically for breaking news that can
be easily accessed. For any automated
system, a master or shell rundown
can include precoded elements regu-
larly used during breaking news at the

FEATURE
USING STUDIO AUTOMATION

bottom of the rundown in a floated
state. These can be moved up and un-
floated to the appropriate position.
Time might be needed for an anima-
tion to cue, but that delay would hap-
pen with or without automation.

Many issues or mistakes are blamed
on the system that are unwarranted,
especially in the beginning months of
using the system. Automation systems
do work. Adjustments must be made
when switching to an automated sys-
tem, just like adjustments were made
when switching from manned to ro-
botic cameras. Not everything done
previous to automation will stay the
same, and work patterns will need to
change by more than just the director.
As a director, asking which system is
better is like asking which pizza is bit
ter. It all depends on your taste.

Gayle Galvez is an automation consultant
and television director.
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Photo A: Ampex demonstrates the VR-2000 server, circa late 1950s. Photo courtesy Ampex/
Wayne E. Carlson. Photo B: Sony's VP -1000, circa early 1970s, was a first -generation U-matic
top -loading, play only deck with basic functionality. Photo courtesy LabGuy's World.
Photo C: In 1935, German company Allgemeine Elektrizitatsgesellschaft (AEG) in Berlin
developed the AEG Magnetophon. Photo courtesy EMTEC Group.

STO RAGE U

From film to optical
Throughout the 1940s, tele-
vision really began to come
to the forefront. Producers
were looking at the recently

developed tape technology in an effort
to apply it to television, for the same
reasons Bing Crosby had applied it to
radio - rebroadcast and editing ca-
pabilities, according to Paul Cameron
in his article "VTR Technology" in the
Broadcast Engineer's Reference Book.

Crosby had invested $50,000 in a
small startup called Ampex after see-
ing the technology AEG Magnetophon
Signal Corps engineer John Mullin had
brought back from Germany following
World War II, according to Cameron.

In the late '40s, Mullin approached
Crosby about applying this tape tech-
nology to video, and, with Ampex,
he developed a prototype in the early
'50s that led to the introduction of
what is widely recognized as the first
video recorder, Ampex's VR-1000, in
1956, Cameron says.

"The breakthrough that Ampex had
was a two -fold breakthrough. One was
that they came up with the concept of
using spinning heads," says Mark Schu-
bin, technical editor for Videography
magazine. "But [unlike what the Ger-
mans were doing with spinning heads
during World War II] what Ampex did
was have the heads spin transversely
across the tape, and there were four
heads, which is why the machines got
known as quadruplex machines?' With
the advent of this quadruplex machine
came the 2in quadruplex videotape
and ability to edit TV content.

"The early form of videotape edit-
ing was with a razor blade - splicing,
the same as with film editing," says
Anthony Gargano, industry consul-
tant. "It was the actual cutting and
splicing of the videotape?'

Videotapes, and their correspond-
ing machines, continued to develop
through the '60s, with slight techno-
logical differences, until about 1970

BY COLLIN LAJOIE

when Sony introduced U-matic.
"U-matic was really the all-time

champ because Sony itself sold, over
the life of the U-matic tape ... well
over 1.5 million U-matic machines,"
Gargano says.

Originally designed to be a con-
sumer product, but failing to excel in
that area because of its size and cost,
the 3/4in tape held one hour of con-
tent, according to Schubin. From there,
various analog videotape formats were
introduced, including Sony's 1/2in Be-
tamax in 1975; Bosch's lin Type B in '76
(which, according to Gargano, became
the standard in Europe); Sony and Am-
pex's lin Type C in '76; JVC's 1/2in VHS
in '76; and Sony's 1/2in Betacam in '82.

Digital videotape
Digital videotapes came into play in

the late '80s with the introduction of
Sony's DI and the first digital videotape
recorder, followed closely by D2, which
recorded a PAL or NTSC signal with
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FEATURE
STORAGE: FROM FILM TO OPTICAL

no compression and used 19mm tape.

Both formats were relegated mainly to
post -production applications.

"[D1] used 3/4in tape, just like the
U-matic - large reels, but [it was]
amazing that you could have a cas-
sette that recorded what we refer to
today as 4:2:2 video," Schubin says.

Cameron says digital videotape
continued to develop to include So-
ny's 1/2in Digital Betacam in 1993;
1/4in DV and MiniDV in '95; Pana-
sonic's 1/4in DVCPRO in '95; Sony's
1/4in DVCAM in '96; Sony's 1/2in
Betacam SX in '96; JVC's 1/2in Digital
S in '96; Sony's 1/2in HDCAM in '97
(adding to the burgeoning interest in
HD video); Panasonic's DVCPRO 50
in '98; Sony's 1/2in IMX in 2000; and
Sony's MicroMV in 2001.

IT and storage
IT and broadcasting technologies

have converged many times throughout

the years, yet the IT industry has never
specifically tailored products to target
the broadcast market. But there may be
a reason for this. According to market
research firm IBISWorld, in 2008, the
approximate industry revenue of the
computer and peripheral manufac-
turing industry was about $62 billion,
whereas the TV broadcasting industry
came in at about $37 billion. Years ago,
the disparity was even greater.

"No storage technology has been
invented, other than the videotape
... for television purposes. All of
the storage technologies that we talk
about, linear data tapes and so forth,
hard disc, were not invented because
of video; they were invented for some-
thing else, and television co-opted
their use," says John Luff, broadcast
technology consultant.

In September 1956 (the year of the
introduction of the first videotape
recorder), the first model of the IBM

350 disc storage unit was released -
a large cabinet that was part of the
even larger IBM 305 Random Access
Memory Accounting system. Jumping
ahead to 1973, IBM released the 3340
direct access storage facility, code -
named "Winchester," which featured
a smaller, lighter read/write head that
could ride closer to the disc surface.

"It was IBM that developed the Win-
chester drive, and that was the under-
lying technology for all the hard drive -

based products," Gargano says. "RCA
developed CED; that was capacitive
head pickup technology, which actually
required contact with the disk surface!'

Then beginning in the early '90s,
innovations in storage systems in the
IT world also revolutionized those in
the broadcasting space with the intro-
duction of redundant array of inde-
pendent disc (RAID) systems. These
allowed the coordination of multiple
hard disc drive devices to provide
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higher levels of redundancy and per-
formance than could be achieved with a
single drive. The emergence of smaller,
more powerful drives also helped the
proliferation of RAID storage arrays,
which became fairly standard in the
mid -1990s, according to a 2003 article
in IBM Systems Journal by R.J.T. Mor-
ris and B.J. Truskowski. And with the
improvements in computer technol-
ogy in the '80s and '90s, storage area
network (SAN) and network -attached
storage (NAS) enabled IT technolo-
gists, as well as broadcasters, to work
with shared storage over a computer
network, according to the article.

First NLE and video server
According to Schubin, the emer-

gence of what could technically be
considered the first storage and play -
out server system goes back to the
evolution of editing and a partner-
ship between CBS and Memorex.

"This company called CMX, which
was a joint venture between CBS and
Memorex ... came up with a machine
[the CMX 600] that even today is mind -
boggling in its technology," Schubin
says. "So here we are at the end of the
1960s, and they have taken hard drive
disc packs, which the discs themselves
were about the size of a microwave
oven, and the disc reader, or drive was
about the size of a washing machine. So
it's like sticking a microwave oven on
top of a washing machine?'

These packs, Schubin says, could
record about a half-hour's worth of
black and white video onto disc drives
and play them back. The offline edi-
tor's interface consisted of a light pen
with a photo sensor that would allow
the editor to click things off the screen
immediately by touching it with the
light pen, and that would create an edit
decision list (EDL) in the computer.

"Well, the question was, how do you

get that information over to the on-
line editors? So CMX built an online
editing system," Schubin says. "This is
in the era before floppy discs, so there
was no way to transfer the information
over to the computer in the online edit
room except by punched paper tape,
which was what teletypewriters used?'

Editors would then take these mas-
sive stacks of punched paper tape, he
says, from the offline room to the on-
line editor, and they would redo the
edits on the actual content that was
to go to air. And so the CMX 600 is
widely recognized today as the first
nonlinear editor.

Then in 1988, in line with the in-
troduction of the first digital video-
tape recorder, now -defunct Editing
Machines Corp. (EMC) had the idea
of editing within a computer.

"So [what] they came out with
didn't really catch on:' Schubin says.
"But the following year, another
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company came out with the concept
of nonlinear editing a little more
thought out than the EMC version,
and that company was called Avid. So
that was Avid's first product."

According to Schubin, the initial
Avid product was an offline editor
that would eventually take the place of
many U-matic machines. And as tech-
nology improved, with the introduc-
tion of 8in floppy drives down to 3.5in
floppy drives, the EDL was transferred
from offline to online editing via disk.
The quality of the Avid system then
improved to the point that the online
edit stage wasn't necessary, Schubin
says, and that's when it went from be-
ing a nonlinear editor to a server.

But the Avid system, and similar sys-
tems from companies including Abekas
and Ampex that eventually replaced the
tape cart system in broadcast facilities,
was being used mainly for production,
according to Don Craig, CTO and co-

founder of Omneon.
"Prior to 1990, the 'servers' were used

strictly for production applications,
and it was companies like Abekas and
Ampex who made very special-purpose
[systems]. They weren't called servers;
they were just called disc recorders, re-
cording relatively short clips that were
used in production," Craig says.

In the broadcast space, beyond pro-
duction, it was time delay that helped
popularize the use of video servers,
according to Luff. "Time zone delay
was actually one of the first things
servers were used for. People were us-
ing it for delay of content for rebroad-
cast either on the same day or literally
just a time zone delay - set an input
channel recording and one hour later
start an output channel playing the
same video, and it becomes a con-
tinuous loop," Luff says. "The earliest
uses of servers had absolutely nothing
to do with backup and had everything
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to do with cache, which time delay is
really just a long cache."

Craig worked with a company called
Tektronix.

"In the early '90s, we started to see
very compact and practical applica-
tions of JPEG2000-based compres-
sion techniques, and that coupled
with the performance we started to
see with the 3.5in tape drives was
what enabled the [Tektronix] Profile
to happen," Craig says.

According to Craig, the creation of
Profile came out of a merger between
Tektronix and Grass Valley, because
they were looking to build a platform
rather than just an application. The
first incarnation of Profile supported
four channels of video for a total of
32GB of storage.

"It had to act like a tape machine,
and it had to act like four tape machines
in one - that was really the selling
point," Craig says. "So for the price of
one tape machine, you could have four
tape machines in one; the only catch
was you couldn't remove the tape." The
fact that there was no removable tape
didn't bother many broadcasters upon
Profile's introduction.

Soon after the release of Profile,
Craig left Tektronix to work abroad,
but returned in 1998 to co-found
Omneon. "Our initial goal was to do

transmission servers along the lines of
Profile, but with more comprehensive
network I/O," Craig says. "The notion
with Omneon was we'd interconnect
everything with a computer network,
and the initial products were done with
IEEE 1394, or FireWire. So [adhering
to] the decisions in 1998, we elected
to use Fibre Channel for disk I/O, we
elected to use FireWire 1394 for video
interconnect within the system, and
we elected to use Ethernet for control
and file transfer to these systems."

Using FireWire, there was no con-
nectivity limit on the number of de-
vices that could send and receive vid-
eo within the context of one server,
according to Craig. And that's how
Omneon set itself apart from Pro-
file, which under Grass Valley was re-
launched as the K2 line in 2005, add-
ing some clustering features to the
original design, Craig says.

The future of storage
Luff believes that optical storage is

likely to be adopted in the near future,
once the technology is proven and it be-
comes cost-effective, primarily because
light "is in order of magnitude, shorter
Wavelength, so you can put that much
more data in a same volume optically
than you can with any other kind of
electrical signal:' The adoption of op-

tical may become as commonplace as
fiber, for much the same reason.

Craig, on the other hand, has a
healthy amount of skepticism about
the medium.

"By the time the years roll by and
this optical stuff ends up practical,
magnetic for sure will be long past
it, and I think solid state is going to
catch magnetic. Then it'll be interest-
ing to see how it goes. My guess is in
10 years, it'll all go solid state."

Schubin essentially disregards "new"
storage media and instead points to a
concept of storage migration present-
ed in a paper by Dave Cavena for Sun
Microsystems. "[Cavena] said screw
the technology; forget about the me-
dia. Instead, assume that you're going
to constantly migrate your technology.
So instead of getting the world's best
hard drives, get the world's worst hard
drives. Because with enough redundan-
cy, they'll still store the data, and they're
bound to last five years," Schubin says.
"And then every three years, technol-
ogy is going to change, and you just buy
whatever happens to be the cheap tech-
nology. The idea is that you're always
storing only the data; you don't care
about the storage mechanism because
you're only going to be changing it." BE

Collin LaJoie is an associate editor for
Broadcast Engineering.
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Clear-Com I.V.Core
Open creative horizons with intercom

communications over IP-based networks.

As the broadcast industry
continues to adapt to an
all -digital workflow, the
advent of IP-based systems

has proliferated on almost every level,
from capture and editing to distribu-
tion. One major area of broadcast where
IP has not yet penetrated, however, is
intercom. Most facilities still rely on ex-
isting, hard -wired, time -division multi-
plexing (TDM)-based architecture in-
tercoms, which deliver dependable and
quality performance but are expensive
and difficult to extend into new or re-
mote production areas. Until recently,
delivering intercom capabilities over IP
was not a viable option, simply because
the audio quality was not good enough
for broadcast purposes.

Yet the inherent cost -savings of
delivering intercom over IP are an
intriguing prospect, especially in the
current economic environment. The
flexibility of IP is also a draw, espe-
cially when broadcasters seek to up-
grade their existing production and
studio space through expansion into
new areas of their current facilities
or remote centers. The question then
becomes: How can a broadcaster take
advantage of the innate cost -savings
in using its existing IP-based network

TDM

Eclipse Omega
or Median

MVX-D16
(16 -port 4W card)

g

V -Series panel

IVC-32
(32 -port IP card)

BY PATRICK IVIENARD

to deliver intercom capabilities with-
out sacrificing audio quality and the
reliability of a traditional TDM-based
intercom system?

Real-time intercom over IP
To address this situation, Clear-

Corn has recently acquired a different
and advanced form of IP technology
called I.V.Core (Instant -Voice Core), a
set of building blocks and engines that
enable real-time, dynamic and non-

blocking intercom capabilities over
standard IP networks. (See Figure 1.)

To date, I.V.Core is fully embedded
into the company's Concert software -

based intercom system, delivering
audio-over-IP capabilities to new and
traditional intercom systems. The
associated hardware link is through
the IVC-32, a 32 -channel IP matrix
card for the Eclipse Version 5.1 digi-
tal matrix system Median and Omega
frames. The IVC-32 effectively con-
nects Concert users on computers
and Clear -Corn V -Series IP panel us-
ers on a LAN or WAN to the existing,
hard -wired intercom infrastructure.

This technology effectively ex-
pands the intercom footprint within
a broadcast environment while ad-
dressing remote locations through an

IP switi

IP

PC IXP or Vista)

V -Series
IP panel

IP Concert
server

Concert server
software

Concert client
software

Figure 1. Clear -Corn's I.V.Core is a set of building blocks and engines that enable real-
time, dynamic and nonblocking intercom capabilities over standard IP networks.

existing IP network and the Internet.
For example, a remote production
truck with Internet capabilities can
actively access the intercom system
back at the studio, or a creative team at
the main office can link up to the stu-
dio while a production is in session.
Armed with a laptop, USB headset (or
embedded microphone and speaker)
and a connection to the Internet,
the computer screen now becomes a
"soft panel" intercom system. This
avenue opens up intercom communi-
cations to a wide range of users and
locations, increasing productivity and
allowing for more creative participa-
tion with a production.

I.V.Core is based on a decision -
making engine that optimizes rout-
ing over standard networks, provides
support for wideband codecs deliver-
ing high -quality audio, and features
proprietary noise reduction and er-
ror recovery algorithms. Using AES
128 -bit encryption for secure audio
transmission, the system works over
both wired and wireless packet -based
networks such as the Internet.

While typical TDM-based and
other IP systems simply mix or switch
data, the I.V.Core bases its intelligent
routing decisions on the audio need-
ing to be routed, in effect making it an
intelligent priority system. This main-
tains a low latency in the core while
keeping control over network band-
width. Only the active audio signal
gets directed from source to destina-
tions, allowing for efficient network-

bandwidth utilizations that in turn
permit the system to use wider -band
codecs for a given system size. This is
of great benefit to installed IP systems
that are constantly bandwidth chal-
lenged through extensive traffic.

When combined with additional
error recovery and noise reduction
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algorithms, the user can now experi-
ence high -clarity and low noise voice
communication, even when using
challenging connections such as the
Internet, where IP-traffic priority is not
guaranteed. With a client engine that
sends and receives voice packets, the
I.V.Core is capable of simultaneously
handling several voice communica-
tions. It allows many clients to connect
at the same time, forming a complete
intercom network operating over stan-
dard IP. This technology can also scale
much more effectively to higher num-
bers of users while maintaining a high
tolerance to poorer quality or traffic -
laden IP networks.

Current IP products are built using
traditional and TDM-based connec-
tion protocols such as Session Initiation
Protocol (SIP) or H.323. As a result,
they do not adapt well to IP-connection
problems such as Network Address

Translation (NAT) and firewall travers-
al (present on most IP networks today
because the nature of NAT is to hide
an entire private address space behind
a single IF address in, say, a more public
space). The I.V.Core protocol uses only
one IP connection port for linking all
IP clients, simplifying the IT manage-
ment while making audio (QoS) man-
agement possible by prioritizing audio
packets in one IP port, making it a good
choice for widely used NAT protocols.
In addition, the protocol supports fixed
IP and DHCP, offering more flexibility
to the configuration.

Embedding the I.V.Core technol-
ogy into intercom systems enables
communication for broadcasters
needing to expand intercom access
into places where cabling may be
cost -prohibitive. With the addition
of a new high -density IP card for its
Eclipse Matrix range, new users can

now p'itg in to this new network from
their LP -based, TDM-based intercom
panels or Concert soft panel. The
overall interoperability of the tech-
nology yields greater access by more
users, enhancing creative flow and
streamlining communications.

In this challenging financial environ-
ment, broadcasters are faced with man-
dated equipment and facility upgrades
to meet the needs of the all -digital
broadcast future, against a backdrop
of dwindling resources. The I.V.Core
technology, as expressed through the
company's Concert Version 2.0 soft-
ware and related hardware interfaces,
addresses the broadcaster's need to re-
structure facilities and increase content
production, while keeping a watchful
eye on the bottom line. BE

Patrick Menard is director, worldwide
sales, Concert, for Clear-Com
Communication Systems.
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Energy -efficient lighting
Compact fluorescent and LED lighting can reduce both
studio heat and required power in broadcast facilities.

0 ne thing about television:
It is first and foremost an
analog medium, even in
its digital representation.

Now that I have your attention, or
ire, let me explain. Television begins
and ends with light. Lenses gather
photons and focus them on sen-
sors, which is undeniably an analog
process (quantum mechanics aside).
Even when computer graphics cre-
ate the images, simulated lighting is
used to get the human eye and brain
to equate the CGI to the effects of
light on real scenes. Images are thus
captures. These are then transmitted
and finally displayed, again turning
electrons back into photons. This re-
sults in analog light that we perceive.
Our perception might be time- and
place -shifted from the analog ex-
perience, but it is nonetheless the
purpose of television to replicate an
analog perception of a scene. Indeed,
one German word for television,
Fernsehapparat, literally translated
is "farseeing apparatus."

Without lighting, we would not
be able to make images. Therefore, it
seems logical to conclude that light-
ing for television (and film) is best
done when it is not noticed - when
it is replacing natural light in natural
scenes so as to make the brain think
that the images are constructed in the
real world.

Energy -efficient fixtures
have multiple benefits

Next to high -power transmitters,
light has historically been the most vo-
racious user of energy in a TV opera-
tion, not considering the time diversity
usage patterns for a studio. In the ear-
ly days of color television, the rule of
thumb was that studios consumed be-
tween 50W and 100W per square foot

BY JOHN LUFF

of production space. In a 60ft x 80ft
production studio, that amounts to
more than 400,000W on the high end.
Today, the NAB Engineering Handbook
still recommends 55W, in any event a
consequential amount of power to
which one must add the power that
HVAC systems contribute. Develop-
ment of advanced camera sensors has
contributed to a huge improvement

1981. Traditional incandescent light-
ing consumes up to 90 percent more
power for equivalent light output. Heat
generated is proportionally lower as
well. There is no free lunch, of course.
Dimming fluorescents requires spe-
cial dimmers and, unlike point source
lights like Fresnels and other focusable
fixtures, they offer different artistic
results. You would be hard pressed to

WPEC-TV in West Palm Beach, CA, recently became the first studio to light its
entire news studio with LED fixtures from Litepanels.The station now draws only
3kW with the studio fully lit, compared with 52kW from theTungsten fixtures.

in sensitivity, which allows lower light
levels. Modern cameras list sensitivity
10dB better than a decade ago, and
the transmission through lenses is
better due to improved materials and
much larger elements.

Lighting system technology took
a large step toward improved energy
efficiency when compact fluorescent
studio lighting was introduced in

light a TV drama with fluorescents,
but a TV news set can be illuminated
by mostly, or all, low -energy fixtures.
Lighting with alternatives to incandes-
cent fixtures is different enough that
planning an installation and execut-
ing a lighting plan should be done by
someone with experience.

The bulbs used in fluorescent fix-
tures are not the same as you would
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find in a hardware store. They are
available for 3200° K applications as
well as 5000. K. A second benefit is
the exceptionally long life of at least
8000 hours. The net effect is a huge
economic advantage in operating cost
when all factors are considered.

LED - the path from
consumer to broadcast?

Over the past year, there has been
a lot of press about LED lighting
for consumer applications. I have
installed some myself with good re-
sults, albeit in a kitchen, not a stu-
dio. Automobile LED headlights and
broadcast tower LED lights have

coatings on the package that provide
better spectral response and more
even illumination. LED lighting has
penetrated photographic studio ap-
plications recently, and it is now start-
ing to show up in broadcast fixtures.

At this time, LEDs have one seri-
ous trade-off that must be evaluated.
Though they last an incredibly long
time, they are very expensive. It is

reasonable to expect that over time,
as production volumes ramp up, the
cost will come down. In no small
measure this is because manufactur-
ers are betting on consumer applica-
tions driving volume production rap-
idly upward. Like other pieces of the

LED lighting has penetrated photographic
studio applications, and it is now starting

to show up in broadcast fixtures.

become available recently. Their ex-
pected life greatly exceeds fluores-
cent, at 50,000 to 100,000 hours in
some applications. Like fluorescent,
they are not a point source at high
power. Thus, for studio applications,
they are more likely to show up in
area lighting, cyclorama lighting and
soft lights first. Several companies
are now distributing fixtures with an
array of high -power LEDs. They are
very energy -efficient, and some are
dimmable. A 50W LED luminary is
reputed to put out the same light as
a 650W Fresnel, though not the same
pattern of illumination.

It is important to consider more
than just the light level and operat-
ing efficiency, particularly with a new
technology. When compact fluo-
rescent technology first was used in
television, many were skeptical that
colorimetry and the throw patterns
available would work for broadcast
use. Experience has proved that it is a
workable technology. LEDs need to be
evaluated by the same inexorable ap-
proach. They inherently are not wide
spectrum devices, but some manu-
facturers have developed proprietary
packages, which include phosphor

television puzzle, such as the camera,
we benefit when huge amounts of re-
search goes into consumer products
that can be repurposed directly or
leveraged into broadcast products.

Dimming 101
Lastly, controlling studio lighting

with dimmers is a virtual require-
ment for effective creative control.
For incandescent fixtures, dimmer
sizes and types are highly evolved,
and systems are quite standardized.
Using newer high efficiency tech-
nologies renders large dimmers, in
the multiple kilowatt range, rather
redundant, or at least gross overkill.
Dimmers appropriate for LED and
compact fluorescent luminaries are
available, and their capacity is appro-
priately a fraction of what we are used
to dealing with.

Lower long-term cost, less environ-
mental impact, with acceptable com-
promises is not a bad place to go in
our energy -conscious economy. BE

John Luff is a broadcast technology
consultant.
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MAPPERTM
 Tally Routing & Mapping
 One Button Operation
 Store Maps Internally
 Edit From a PC/Laptop

A Compact Solution,
Ideal for Mobile Units and

Multiple Production Setups.

Videoframe-
Control System Solutions

Tel: 530-477-2000
www.videoframesystems.com

Equipment For Rent

ATTENTION POST HOUSE!

Rent a Panasonic AJHD 3700 D-5 Deck
at $700.00 per day. Also available Sony
SRW 5500, Sony HDW M2000, Sony JH3,
Panasonic AJHD 1400P, as well as many
other formats. Please call 646 296 7730.

Recruit  Retain  Explore

JC)Bzone
The Industry's #I Job Zone

Finally, a job site created
exclusively for the broadcast

industry.

http://jobzone.broadcastengineering.com

Business Services

ILO LAWSON

architects for the broadcast industry 1 301 654 1600
www.lawsonarch.com

For Sale

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
Channel 24 DTV PSI

Digital Antenna
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Acoustics First
TN'',L; 888.765-2900
Materials to Control Sourd
and Eliminate NoiseTM
http://www.acousticsfirst.com

Help Wanted

BROADCAST ENGINEER

CMCG Puerto Rico LLC, operating
as TeleMar Television, is looking
for an experienced television engi-
neer living in or willing to relocate
to the San Juan, Puerto Rico, area.
The candidate must be able to op-
erate, maintain, and make compo-
nent -level repairs at a modern digi-
tal television facility. Experience
maintaining digital transmission
equipment, microwave, fiber trans-
mission, studio / master control
equipment, computer, and digital
networking is a must.
Send a resume, references, and sal-
ary require-ments to CMCG Puerto
Rico LLC, 900 Laskin Road, Vir-
ginia Beach, 23510. No phone calls
please. CMCG Puerto Rico LLC is an
Equal Opportunity Employer.

For Sale

We've changed our name, and expanded

our product line. Supplying the newest
CITYTECH and ANSSO Technology products.

m-lon
unted

the new
-LCD 8 -inch

DI Monitor

For the support you need, find us at:

,iittled:11SUPPIY.COM

BroadcastEngineering

Broadcast Engineering is aimed
at the market that includes cor-
porate management, engineers/
technicians and other manage-
ment personnel at commercial and
public TV stations, post -production
and recording studios, broadcast
networks, cable, telephone and
satellite production centers and net-
works.

To reach industry professionals,

place your ad today!

JULIE DAHLSTROM

P 312.840.8436 F 913.514.3684

JULIE.DAHLSTROM@PENTON.COM
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Decisions, decisions
TV news is losing viewers to the Web. What can we do?

Some recent newspaper
headlines include: "WUSA
Drops Weekend Morning
Newscasts," in the Wash-

ington Post on Jan. 7; "WYOU-TV
Pulls Local Newscast" in the Repub-
lican Herald on April 4; and "Local
KBIM-TV Newscast Going Off the
Air" in the Roswell Daily Record on
Dec. 10, 2008.

Broadcasters are forever at the ini-
tial brunt of economic downturns.
One of the first things to get the axe
at most companies is the advertis-
ing budget. As a result, and indeed
as I have written previously in these
pages, this reduction in advertising at
the very beginning of a slump in the
economy results in the broadcast in-
dustry being a leading indicator of the
start a new recessionary cycle. Now,
on the heels of several years of belt -
tightening and heavy capital expen-
ditures for DTV upgrades comes the
mother of all recessions, and broad-
casters are finding no notches left on
that increasingly tightened belt.

Is local TV news losing the
battle for eyeballs?

As a result, that last bastion of orig-
inal programming and typically the
largest provider of station revenue,
local news, is now taking huge hits
under the banner of cost reductions.
Reducing the costs of news operations
is one thing, but completely eliminat-
ing news broadcasts altogether? That
draconian tactic is being implement-
ed more and more today, and while it
may provide instant accounting grati-
fication, it really begs the question of
whether this approach is in the best
long-term interests of the station.

Recent years have seen a num-
ber of actions by stations to reduce
the cost of news. The 11 p.m. or late
night newscast at one time was a
completely new production vis-a-vis

BY ANTHONY R GARGANO

the early evening newscast. Today we
see more and more 6 p.m. newscast
footage repurposed for 11 p.m. and
entire 6 p.m. segments simply being
rebroadcast at 11 p.m. One recent
study found that 47 percent of sta-
tions repeat news segments.

But once you start worshipping at
their altar, the gods of cost reduction
demand continuing sacrifice. Thus,
enter unique new approaches to re-
ducing the cost of news. Welcome to
the world of Joint Sales Agreements
( JSAs), Shared Services Agreements
(SSAs) and duopolies (single owner-
ship of multiple stations in the same
market). Call them what you will, but
the result is the same - simplifying
for the sake of brevity, the news oper-
ations of two or more stations merge
into a single entity that provides all
the newscasts for each of the stations
that are part of the agreement. So, va-
nilla they may be, at least newscasts
on each station continue. Such agree-
ments aren't limited to smaller mar-
kets or independent station groups.

In Philadelphia, the FOX and NBC
O&Os have gotten together to share
news story video. Instead of each sta-
tion sending a news crew out to cover
a story, now a single crew can go out
and provide the same video feed to
both stations. What's the next step?
FOX and NBC plan to roll out this
same concept in New York, Chicago,
Los Angeles, Dallas and Washington,
D.C., later this year. Ah, but what
about those ever demanding gods of
cost reduction?

Welcome to the virginal sacrifice
stage of adoration. Content has been
repurposed, news operations have
been merged - what's left? Aha! How
about eliminating newscasts entirely?
And, that's where we are today. If you
are losing viewers to cable news chan-
nels, why would you want to hasten
the process? If more and more people

are relying on the Internet for news,
why would you want to confirm they
are making the correct switch? There
really are broadcast viewers out there.
Radio Shack just released its first-
quarter 2009 results. In the worst
recession since the 1930s, its profits
were up over last year! What did the
company attribute it to? The sale of
DTV converter boxes.

Verizon is readying the launch of
FiOS1, a New York City local news
channel for its fiber -optics system.
Why? Because it believes that news
sells, and news attracts viewers. Many
stations use their newscast to drive
viewers to their Web site. How about
using the Web site to drive viewers to
their on -air channel? Why are some
broadcasters so focused on expedi-
tiously creating their own demise?

Fortunately, not all is doom and
gloom. Here are other headlines from
markets as diverse as Idaho Falls,
DMA 163, and Milwaukee, DMA 34:
"KIFI Goes to HD News Broadcast"
in the "Idaho Business Review" on
March 6; "Channel 4 is First Local
Broadcaster to Air Newscasts in HD"
in the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
on April 7; and "KTLA Channel 5
Expands News Operations" in the
Los Angeles Times on April 1.

Perhaps then all is not lost for local
broadcast news. On one side, TV news
is becoming irrelevant, and eliminat-
ing the costs of the news operation
will allow the station to remain on-

air. The opposing view finds TV news
to be vital and vibrant; smart market-
ing and promotion as well as creating
a good product utilizing the latest
technology can best the competition.
Where do you stand? BE

Anthony R. Gargano is a consultant and
former industry executive.

ISend questions and comments to:
anthony.gargano@penton.com
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IntelliTrakrm Program Video & Audio Lip Sync Analyzer

lntelliTrakTM measures the lip sync error between the audio
and video with precise accuracy. It is unique as it does not
introduce any type of watermarking or flag insertion into the
stream, operating in a completely non -intrusive manner.
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IntelliTrakTm  Features and Applications
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Features:
 Non -intrusive, in-service lip sync error measurement (no watermarking)
 Precise sub -millisecond accuracy
 Works with all types of audio and video signals
 For use within the plant or external with outdoor broadcasting units
 An advanced ordering option for many Evertzr products
 Designed to provide precise measurements through all sorts of faciltity signal
processing such as up/down/cross conversion, mpeg encoding/decoding,
dolby processing and more

Applications:
 Inter -Facility Lip Synchronization
 LipSync Validation through MPEG Encoding/Decoding
 Mobile Applications
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The all -new X85 the most functionality in a space -saving package.
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